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In the beginning 　　～Please be sure to read before usen ～

Your Business Co., Ltd. has registered trademarks for “Swing Die” and “Swing Cam”, and  acquires 

various patents for the swing die mechanism, related technology and parts, and constantly 

develops new technologies and applies for patents one after another.

All contents contained in this catalog is confidential data related to the patents and belongs to

our property rights.

This catalog is for swing die design and distributed only for the purpose of use for design. 

When using the standards described in this catalog, please note the following matters.

[Notes on using swing die standard]

1. When making a swing die standard mold, please report the using site of the swing die

to our company.

2. If you are sending swing die standard data to other mold makers (especially overseas makers),

please report the maker name to our company in writing.

3. It is prohibited to manufacture parts based on the swing die parts standard without permission.

In particular, when you ask overseas mold makers  to make molds, we would like you to respond 

strictly from the viewpoint of preventing patent infringement.

property rights for any design or invention based on the technical information contained 

in this catalog.
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01-01  Swing Die General Explanation

The swing die is a mechanism capable of reducing the cost, improving the panel 
quality, and shortening the process, in the bending mechanism of the press 
stamping die. 
The swing die is a simple structure that can be flat machining, 
and also flattened on the mounting side.

Swing Die Plate

Swing Die Plate

Air Cylinder

Swing Block

Slide Block 80

Urethane Shock Absorber

Trunnion Block

SD Slide Plate

Swing Die Plate

Swing Die

Flat

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



01-02 Comparison of Characteristics and
Cost-Effectiveness

・Many sliding

・Machining is difficult

・Structure is complicated

Collapse Cam (Double Cam)

・Structure is complicated

・Increasing the size

Rotary Cam

・Machining is difficult

Swing Die

・Structure is a miniaturized

・easy machining.

Oblique Collapse Cam (Filler Cam)

Sliding

clearance

Sliding clearance

Rotation clearance



01-03 Various swing die types

Half Mount Type
BODY-SIDE-OTR

Combined Half Mount Type
BODY-SIDE-OTR

Drop type
BODY-SIDE-OTR

Lift pin type
ROOF



01-04, Comparison of Double Cam (Collapse cam)
and Swing Die

The difference can be seen by overlapping the double cam and swing die methods 
as shown in the figure.
・ The double cam is difficult to set if the guide cam is pulled up as shown in the
figure, but the swing die is easily.
・ The disadvantages of the double cam are that it is necessary to divide it into
separate parts with steel due to the machinability of the shape, the size of the
structure is increased, and the workability is poor.

Image Diagram of Swing die Ability.

Rotary Cam

Swing Die

Double Cam

(Collapse Cam)

Shorten the preparation tem

Double cams have problems with machinability 
and require division of steel in the shape.

Swing die

Guide cam

Increasing the size



01-05 Comparative Chart of Cam Flange Mechanisms

Swing die
（Include Half 
mount type）

Double cam
（Collapse cam）
（Filler cam）

Rotary cam

Total cost
And

Machinability

◎
Flat machining

is basic

△
The die becomes bigger and 
the bending punch to be is 

separated.
Too many components are 

necessary.

×
Special machinery 

is necessary for 
manufacture.

Quality
（Die 

Strength）

◎
There is no friction

and adjustments are 
easy. Turning of the die 
can be prevented easily. 
The division point from 
the fixing punch can be 

set at the most 
appropriate part.

○
The panel quality may 
not be stable due to 

insufficient of die 
strength.

○
The quality at the 
beginning is good, 
but maintenance is 

important in 
production.

Productivity
（Lower com）

○
The swing angle can 

be reduced by moving 
the center of rotation 
away from the panel.
The lower cam system 
can be applied easily.

△
A large-size cylinder is 

used to return the 
collapse.      

Scratches at each 
movable portion often 

occurs.

△
The rotation

angle is enlarged 
during removal of a 

panel because of 
the limit of cylinder 
size. SPH decreases.

Process
reduction

◎
One-time bending is 

possible by combining 
swing dies. Such 
combination is 

possible at the right 
angle.

×
The combination 
of rotary cams is 

possible only with 
a small angle.

Maintenance

◎
No friction occurs and 
maintenance is simple 
because there are no 

slide portions.

×
Wear and tear often occur 

because there are many 
slide portions.

Each component is 
frequently damaged.

×
There are a lot of 
problems of rotor 

and its holder.

Setting to 
origin and 
reduction

◎
The positive return 
unit.SD stroke plate 

and other 
components allows 

the setting accurately.

○
The cam stroke plate is 

used for positive 
return.

△
Because of the 

column is the main 
structure, installation 

is very difficult. 
Mostly the upper cam 

must be applied.

miniaturization ○ × ○



02-01 Swing Die Design Examples
HOOD OTR,BACK DOOR OTR

HOOD OTR

BACK DOOR OTR

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



02-02 FENDER,FR DOOR OTR

FENDER

FR DOOR OTR



02-03 ARC SWING, AERIAL CAM SET TYPE SWING

ARC SWING 

AERIAL CAM SET TYPE SWING



02-04 BSO HALF MOUNT Type

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



commercial
W/P

SWB SDSLP

SDPA SDAX

SB80

SDUS

SUPH

SDBSO

SDPA

TB

03 Swing Die Components parts Example 
03-01 Slide Block Type

【The Body of Swing Die】

【The Holder of Swing Die】

commercial

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



03-02 Dwelling Set Type

W/P

JTA

SDWL

SDUJ

SDBSO

SDPA

NJS

TB

SDUS

【The Body of Swing Die】

【The Holder of Swing Die】

commercial



03-03 Drop-Swing Type

SWB SB80 SDPU-100-



W/P

SDPA

SDWL

SDAX

SDWL

SDWPS

SDSLP

SDBSO

TB

SDUS

SB80

SDPA

【The Body of Swing Die】

【The Holder of Swing Die】

commercial commercial

commercial

commercial



03-04Swing on Swing Type

W/P

【Sub Swing Die】

【Main Swing Die】

SDBSO

STBSB

SDPA LPRA

HMSW

SDAX

SDPA

SDNB

SKP

HMSW

SDAX

SDPA

SDUJ

SDBSO

SDPU

commercial

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

A00104-A Swing Axle & The Relation of Axle

Name Code Category
Number Sketch Remarks

SD Trunnion Mount SDBS-V A101 2020.6.26Rev

SD Trunnion Mount One Handed Type SDBSO-V A102 2020.6.26Rev

Trunnion Mount One Handed Type Φ30 SDBSO-B A103 2020.6.26Rev

Trunnion Mount Compact Type Φ40 SDBSO-XB-A A104 2020.6.26Rev

Swing Die Axle SDAX A201 2020.6.26Rev

Swing Die Axle Fitting In Type SDUJ A202 2020.6.26Rev

Half Mount,70R,100R HMSW-A/B A311 2020.6.26Rev

Half Mount,120R HMSW-A/B A311 2020.6.26Rev

Half Mount,140R,160R HMSW-A/B A311 2020.6.26Rev

Half Mount Axle A HMA-A A312 2020.6.26Rev

Half Mount Axle B HMA-B A313 2020.6.26Rev

Half Mount Holder Φ30 HMH-30 A314 2020.6.26Rev

Half Mount Holder Φ40 HMH-40 A315 2020.6.26Rev

Half Mount Holder Φ50 HMH-50 A316 2020.6.26Rev

2020.06.26

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

SD Trunnion Mount

SDBS-V-R/L
A101

2020.06.26

Code:SDBS-40-V-R/L
Code:SDBS-60-V-R/L Note：

1.This drawing shows RH and symmetrical on LH.
2.Material :1045(S45C) or 1018(SS400)
3.The assembly dimensions of these parts and old
parts are the same.

4.The dowel pin is finished by NC.
5. In stocks.
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o
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e
）

（Dowel hole
tolerance）

2020.6：added an inventory in notes.
2016.7：change usage.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.
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φD A B C E F G H J K L d1 T X Y Z C1 E1

φ40 180 55 90 150 25 12.5 85 50 35 120 φ13 15 90 25 30 3 7

φ60 200 65 100 170 30 15 125 70 55 140 φ18 20 100 30 40 2 8



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

SD Trunnion Mount One Handed Type

SDBSO-V-R/L
A102

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Note：1.This drawing shows RH and symmetrical on LH.
2.Material :1045(S45C) or 1018(SS400)
3.The assembly dimensions of these parts and old

parts are the same.
4.The dowel pin is finished by NC.
5. In stocks.

2020.6：added an inventory in notes.
2016.7：change usage.

Do not get a wrong 
Right and left

Swing Die side is wide

ΦD A B C E F G H J K L M N P Q R d1 d2

Φ40 165 55 115 30 70 37.5 25 12.5 25 85 50 35 145 40 105 Φ13

Φ10
Φ60 207.5

65
140

35
90 52.5

30 15 30
125 70 55 185 55 130

Φ18

Φ80 230 150 100 65 150 80 70 210 70 140 Φ12

ΦD T W X Y Z C1 E1

Φ40 15 40 45 50 30 3 7

Φ60
20

55 52.5 67.5 40 2 8

Φ80 65 52.5 80 40 2 10

Code:SDBS0-40-V-R/L
Code:SDBS0-60-V-R/L
Code:SDBS0-80-V-R/L

d
o
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Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Trunnion Mount One Handed Type Φ30

SDBSO-30-B
A103

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

2020.6：added an inventory in notes.
2016.7：change usage.

Axle E1

SDUJ-3045 2.5

SDUJ-3060 5

Note：
1.There is no R/L trunnion mount, the mount is

common parts.
2.Material :1045(S45C)
3.The dowel pin is finished by NC.
4. In stocks.

N
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Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Trunnion Mount Compact Type Φ40

SDBSO-XB-40×140-A
A104

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Note：
1.There is no R/L trunnion mount, the mount is

common parts.
2.Material :1045(S45C)
3.The dowel pin is finished by NC.
4. In stocks.

2020.6：added an inventory in notes.
2016.7：change usage.
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Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Swing Die Axle

SDAX
A201

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Note：
1.This standard shows the Swing Die Axle.
2.1045(S45C) thermal refining(HRC18～25）
3.use of dowel pin is not compulsion.
4. In stocks.2020.6：added a figure & inventory in notes.

2016.7：added axis tolerance.

Code C1 E1

SDAX-40B 3 7

SDAX-60C 2 8

SDAX-80B 2 10

The swing axis can be installed in
any direction of 360 °.

Code ΦA □B L L1 L2 S S1 W W1 P

SDAX-40B Φ40
-0.050

□50 144.5 80 64.5 40

20

Φ25 Φ17 30
-0.075

SDAX-60C Φ60
-0.060

□70 184.5

110

74.5

70 Φ31 Φ21 40
-0.090

SDAX-80B Φ80
-0.060

□90 186.5 76.5
-0.090

Φ60：NC dowel pinΦ10H7
Φ80：NC dowel pinΦ12H7

Φ40：NC dowel pinΦ8H7



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Swing Die Axle Fitting In Type

SDUJ
A202

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Note：
1.This standard shows the Swing Die Axle fitting type.
2.Material: 1045(S45C) Tempering(HRC18～25)
3. In stocks.2020.6：added an inventory in notes.

Code L P Q S Bolt Adapt

SDUJ-3045 45

Φ18 15

M10×30
used in    

minimum design
Φ30

-0.030

SDUJ-3060 60
-0.055

M10×30 used in 1d

SDUJ-4086 86

Φ20

30

M12×50 used in A104-XB

SDUJ-40101 101 Φ40
-0.050

M12×50 used in 1d
-0.075

SDUJ-40121 121 M12×50 used in 1.5d

SDUJ-60132 132 Φ26 Φ60
-0.060

M16×60 used in Φ60
-0.090

SDUJ-80154 154 Φ26 Φ80
-0.060

M16×60 used in Φ80
-0.090

Code L1 E Tolerance

SDUJ-3045 18 2.5
-0.01
-0.03

SDUJ-3060 30 5

SDUJ-4086 40 7

-0.02
-0.05SDUJ-40101 40 7

SDUJ-40121 60 7

SDUJ-60132 60 8
-0.03
-0.06

SDUJ-80154 80 10
-0.03
-0.06



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Half Mount,70R,100R

HMSW-A/B
A311

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Basically in stock. but
please contact us at
least one month in
advance.

2020.6：added an inventory in notes.

LA1 LA2 LA3 LA4 LA5 H2

70R 110 50 60 30 70 40

100R 150 70 80 70 110 50

R120 150 70 80 70 110 50

R140 160 70 90 70 110 40

R160 160 70 90 70 110 40

Code: HMSW-A70R
: HMSW-A100R

GRAPHITE

Material:Pre-hardened steel
（HRC40～）

Half Mount B

Half Mount A

Material:SP+Gｒ

(BSO)

LB1 LB2 LB3 H1

70Ｒ 100 30 70 30

100Ｒ 140 70 110 40

R120 140 70 110 40

R140 140 70 110 40

R160 140 70 110 40

This standard was revised in June 2019.
70R and 100R take over to HMSW of the new standard.
old standard 120R, 140R and 160R will be custom-made as needed. 

Code: HMSW-Ｂ70R
: HMSW-Ｂ100R

NC dowel pin

NC dowel pin



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Half Mount,120R

HMSW-A120R/B120R
A311

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

2020.6：added an inventory in notes.

Basically in stock. but
please contact us at
least one month in
advance.

Half Mount A
Material:SP+Gｒ

Material:Pre-hardened steel
（HRC40～）

Code:HMSW-A120R

Code:HMSW-B120R

Half Mount B

NC dowel pin



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Half Mount,140R,160R

HMSW-A140R,A160R/B140R,B160R
A311

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

2020.6：added an inventory in notes.

Basically in stock. but
please contact us at
least one month in
advance.

Material:SP+Gr

Material:Pre-hardened steel（HRC40～）

Half Mount A

Half Mount B

Code:HMSW-A140R/A160R

Code:HMSW-B140R/B160R

（BSO)

LA1 LA2 LA3 H2 H3

140R 200 140 90 60 100

160R 230 170 120 70 110



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Half Mount Axle A

HMA-A
A312

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

2020.6：added an inventory in notes.

code ΦD L S P K Bolt tolerance

HMA-A1-3050 Φ30
-0.030 
-0.055 50 18 15 20 M10 Φ30

-0.01
-0.03

HMA-A1-4075 Φ40
-0.050 
-0.075 75 20 20 30 M12 Φ40

-0.02
-0.05

HMA-A1-5090 Φ50
-0.050 
-0.075 90 20 20 40 M12 Φ50

-0.02
-0.05

・This standard is used for fall prevention on both sides of the Half Mount Swing.

・Set to the swing center is the principle.

・The amount of impact can be changed by the design reasons.

Set to the swing center is the principle.

In stocks.

打
込
穴
公
差
は
表
参
照

（引
き
抜
き
用
ボ
ル
ト
径
）



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Half Mount Axle B

HMA-B
A313

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Basically in stocks.
2020.6：added a comment, figure & inventory in notes.

1045(S45C)

code A L D B C E F Bolt

HMA-B1-4085 40 85 Φ39.6 40 20 17 26 M16

HMA-B1-50100 50 100 Φ49.6 50 25 21 32 M20

Use this axle when the axis position is
close to the shape and the required

thickness for driving is not enough.

The main role of this standard t is to prevent the swing die from falling during reversing.

The swing axis can be installed
in any direction of 360 °.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Half Mount Holder Φ30

HMH-30A-25
A314

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

The main role of this standard is played with fall prevention at the time of reverse of half mount swing.
It's set as both sides of the half mount.

Basically in stocks.2020.6：added a comment, figure & inventory in notes.

N
C

d
o

w
el

p
in

Half Mount
Swing Die

Half Mount Axle

Material:1045（S45C）



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Half Mount Holder Φ40

HMH-40A-40
A315

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Basically in stocks.2020.6：added a comment, figure & inventory in notes.

N
C

d
o

w
el

 p
in

Half Mount
Swing Die

Half Mount Axle

Material:1045（S45C）

The main role of this standard is played with fall prevention at the time of reverse of half mount swing.
It's set as both sides of the half mount.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Half Mount Holder Φ50

HMH-50
A316

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Basically in stocks.2020.6：added a comment, figure & inventory in notes.

Material:1045(S45C)

Half Mount
Swing Die

Half Mount Axle

N
C

d
o

w
el

 p
in

The main role of this standard is played with fall prevention at the time of reverse of half mount swing.
It's set as both sides of the half mount.

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

B001

2020.6.26

Name Code Category Number Sketch Remarks

Slide Block 80 SB80 B102 2020.6.26Rev

Slide Block 100PL SB100PL B105 2020.6.26Rev

Slide Block 100PS SB100PS B106 2020.6.26Rev

Brim with Urethane UK B104 2020.6.26Rev

Joint Stroke Block JSTB B111 2020.6.26Rev

Knuckle Bracket SDNB B112 2020.6.26Rev

SD Slide Plate SDSLP B201 2020.6.26Rev

Cylinder Joint Set CYJS B301 2020.6.26Rev

Cylinder Joint Set CYJS-DS B302 2020.6.26Rev

Cylinder Joint Set CYJS-DG B303 2020.6.26Rev

Trunnion Block TB B401 2020.6.26Rev

Trunnion Block TB-G B402 2020.6.26Rev

Knuckle Joint Set NJS B411 2020.6.26Rev

Knuckle Joint Set NJS-G B412 2020.6.26Rev

Joint Arm JTA B413 2020.6.26Rev

Block Hold Plate BHP B501 2020.6.26Rev

Upper Plate SUP/SUPH B502 2020.6.26Rev

Swing Block SWB B601 2020.6.26Rev

Swing Block E SWBE B603 2020.6.26Rev

SD Lift Pin φ50 RA/RB SDLP-50-RA/RB B701/B702 2020.6.26Rev

Lift Pin Mini Set LPRB/LPRA B721 2020.6.26Rev

Lifter Stopper LPST/LPSTC B801 2020.6.26Rev

04-B The Relation of Driving

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Slide Block 80
SB80

B102

2020.06.26

Select from list

Induction hardening

Usage

Code W

SB80K-75 75

SB80K-100 100

SB80K-125 125

SB80L-150 150

SB80L-200 200

SB80L-250 250

Special size is made-to-order

In stocks.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Brim with Urethane
UK

B104

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

This standard is also used as shock absorbing urethane for Slide Block.
Code is unnecessary when used for Slide Block.
Set in a block and store.

Code ΦU 3ST absorbing energy 5ST absorbing energy

UK-15A 15 45(kg・mm) 155(kg・mm)

UK-18A 18 96(kg・mm) 267(kg・mm)

A slide block to be made as a custom order item can only be instructed urethane set position.
Used this parts in case of urethane breakage. 

In stocks



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Slide Block 100
SB100PL

B105

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

For large rotation .and reversing the setting direction.

Note：
There are no stocks in this parts.

Please order one month in advance.

When  using  SUPH

tolerance

①Slide Block     1045(S45C)
induction hardening

②Sub block U   1045(S45C)
③Sub Block L    1045(S45C)

Material: 1045(S45C) induction hardening

Code W A B

SB100PL-150-120A 150 50 110

SB100PL-200-120A 200 75 160



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

When  using  SUPH

tolerance

Slide Block 100
SB100PS

B106

2020.06.26

Note：
There are no stocks in this parts.

Please order one month in advance.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production. Slide Block for large rotation.

①Slide Block     1045(S45C)
induction hardening

②Sub block U   1045(S45C)
③Sub Block L    1045(S45C)

Material: 1045(S45C) induction hardening

Code W A B

SB100PS-150-120A 150 50 110

SB100PS-200-120A 200 75 160



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Joint Stroke Block
JSTB

B111

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

6
0
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Good swing die 
balance. Small 
moment of inertia

Attention
Since this parts is a 
line contact, it is not 
possible to apply 
much force.

In stocks.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Knuckle Bracket
SDNB

B112

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Attention
Since this parts is a 
line contact, it is not 
possible to apply 
much force.

In stocks except for special orders.

Code L

SDNB-90×100L 100

SDNB-90×150L 150

※100L for normal use



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

SD Slide Plate
SDSLP

B201

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Sl
id

e
d

ir
ec

ti
o

n
※Slide direction

There is a plan to change from 
#2000 to copper alloy. 

There is a plan to change from #2000 to 
copper alloy.

There is a plan to change from 
#2000 to copper alloy .

※4 upper edges of SDSLP-4875C and SDSLP-7575C are all R5.
Slide direction is cross direction.

Code W L M

SDSLP-3875C 38 75 45

SDSLP-4875C

48

75 45

SDSLP-48100C 100 50

SDSLP-48125C 125 75

SDSLP-48150C 150 100

SDSLP-7575C

75

75 45

SDSLP-75100C 100 50

SDSLP-75125C 125 75

SDSLP-75150C 150 100

＃2000(base1018(SS400))
→ There is a plan to change from
#2000 to copper alloy.

Bolt  M12×30
(anti-loosening socket screw)

In stocks



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Type S
Type J

Cylinder Joint Set（the dimensions specified type)
CYJS

B301

2020.06.26

Attention
1.This type is the dimensions specified type for applying air 
cylinder.
2.The global type for SMC is shown on from B302 to B304.
3.Type S will be used to SB80 and SB100.
Type J will be used to JSTB.

Width,length,collar dimensions

(reference dimensions)

Cylinder bore D A

Φ63 34

Φ80 35

Φ100 39

Type L B

S 58 17

J 60 19

Note：
1.Remove sharp corners except where noted.
2. Material：1018（SS400)
3.There are no stocks in this parts.
4.M8×20 hexagon anti-loosening bolt is included.

Type

Joint

Type

Joint

ChamferChamfer

Ex of code: （a set of the angle and the joint）
Code:CYJS-TYPE-D-MP(Screw diameter and pitch of cylinder)-H-A
Ex of code: CYJS-S-63-M16P1.5-H17.5-A29

CYJS-J-80-M20P1.5-H22.5-A31



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Type S

Cylinder Joint Set（fit to SMC）
CYJS-DS

B302

2020.06.26

Note：
1. There are no stocks in this parts.
2. M8×20 hexagon anti-loosening bolt is included.
3. Maｔerial：1018（SS400)

Note:
1.These parts fit a cylinder of CA2 made in SMC company.
2.This standard apply SB80 and SB100P.

Angle
Ex. of code
CYA-DS
CYA-80S

Cylinder bore D MxP H A

Φ50 M18xP1.5 18.5 34

Φ63 M18xP1.5 18.5 34

Φ80 M22xP1.5 22.5 35

Φ100 M26xP1.5 22.5 39

Joint
Ex. of code
CYJ-DS
CYJ-80S

1.The code of the joint set for the cylinder of SMC.
CYJS-DS

2.EX.of code: CYJS-80S

φ80φ50,63 φ100



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Type S

Cylinder Joint Set(Global type)
CYJS-DG

B303

2020.06.26

Note:
1.This standard apply Global type.
2.This standard apply SB80 and SB100P.

Angle
Ex. of code
CYA-DG
CYA-80G

Joint
Ex. of code
CYJ-DG
CYJ-80G

Cylinder bore D MxP H A

Φ50 M16xP1.5 17.5 34

Φ63 M16xP1.5 17.5 34

Φ80 M20xP1.5 22.5 35

Φ100 M20xP1.5 22.5 39

Note：
1. There are no stocks in this parts.
2. M8×20 hexagon anti-loosening bolt is included. 
3. Maｔerial：1018（SS400)

1. The code of the joint set for Global.
CYJS-DG

2.EX.of code: CYJS-80G

φ80φ50,63 φ100



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Trunnion Block
TB

B401

2020.0626

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Code:
TB-18
Φ63bore
1018(SS400)

Code:
TB-25
Φ80,Φ100bore
1018(SS400)

In stocks.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Trunnion Block G
TB-G

B402

2020.06.26

1.This standard apply Global type.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Note:
1. There are no stocks in this parts.

Code:
TB-2080G
Φ80bore
1018(SS400)

Code:
TB-2063G
Φ63bore
1018(SS400)

Code:
TB-20100G
Φ100bore
1018(SS400)



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Knuckle Joint Set
NJS

B411

2020.06.26

Note:
1. There are no stocks in this parts.

Note:1.Joint part is adjusted to the diameter 
of screw thread and pitch of air cylinder.

Cylinder bore D A

Φ63 34

Φ80 35

Φ100 39

(reference dimension)

code D L B C E

NJS-40 20 70 55 8 15

NJS-45 30 90 70 10 20

code F G J d

NJS-40 45 30 40 16

NJS-45 55 40 45 20 code
applicational
cylinder bore

NJS-40-MxP-HxA Φ50．Φ63

NJS-45-MxP-HxA Φ80．Φ100

1018（SS400)

φ80

φ50,63

φ100



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Knuckle Joint Set
NJS-G

B412

Note:
1.This standard apply Global type.

Cylinder bore D MxP H A

Φ50 M16xP1.5 17.5 35

Φ63 M16xP1.5 17.5 35

Φ80 M20xP1.5 22.5 39

Φ100 M20xP1.5 22.5 39

Code D L B C E F G J d

NJS-40-G 20 70 55 8 15 45 30 40 16

NJS-45-G 30 90 70 10 20 55 40 45 20

Note:
1. There are no stocks in this parts.

2020.06.26

Code Cylinder bore D

NJS-40-G Φ50.Φ63

NJS-45-G Φ80.Φ100

1018(SS400)

φ50,63 Φ80,100



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Joint Arm
JTA

B413

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Note:
1. There are no stocks in this parts.

Code A B C D E F G d Cylinder bore D

JTA-40x80 40 80 50 20 70 50 20 16 Φ50 Φ63

JTA-52x90 52 90 60 30 85 60 25 20 Φ80 Φ100

1018(SS400)



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Block Hold Plate
BHP

B501

2020.06.26

1018(SS400) 
Code:BHP-3280B

In stocks.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Upper Plate
SUP/SUPH

B502

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Code L L1 Φd

SUP-13038A 130 80 Φ11

SUP-20038A 200 100 Φ11

Code L L1 Φd

SUPH-13038 130 80 Φ13

SUPH-20038 200 100 Φ13

1018(SS400) 1045(S45C)

In stocks.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Swing Block
SWBA

B601

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

1.The usage of these parts depends on the lower figure.
2.It will be to use H size 115 for avoiding the interference
with the slide block in make swing greatly case.
3.SWBA apply SB80 125-250 width.

Code
SWBA-11075-100H
SWBA-11075-115H

Mat:1045(S45C)

To insert to fit well

Refer to backup

H h

100 85

115 100

Set the cylinder shaft center and 
this center point together as much 
as possible.

In stocks.

5
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H=100 H=115



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

To insert to fit well

3
5

 o
r 

m
o

re

5
0

o
r

m
o

re
 

Refer to backup

Swing Block
SWBB

B601

2020.06.26

1.The usage of these parts depends on the lower figure.
2.It will be to use H size 115for avoiding the interference
with the slide block in make swing greatly case.
3.SWBB apply SB80 75, 100 width.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Code
SWBB-9070-100H
SWBB-9070-115H

Mat:1045(S45C)

H h

100 85

115 100

In stocks.

Set the cylinder shaft center and 
this center point together as much 
as possible.

H=100 H=115



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Swing Block
SWBE

B603

2020.06.26

1.Refer to the drawing below for usage.
2.Use for  SB100PL/SB100PS.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Code
SWBE-12095-135A

F/H to shaded area

There are no stocks in this parts.

Refer to backup

To insert to fit well

Mat:1045(S45C)



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

SD Lift Pin φ50 RA/RB
SDLP-50-RA/RB

B701/B702

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Code
SDLP-50-RA
SDLP-50-RB

1045 induction hardening

In stocks.

Note:
1.Perform a weight moment calculation and choose the spring.
2.The spring is not included in this standard.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Lift Pin Mini Set
LPRB/LPRA

B721

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Lift Pin Mini Set
Code:LPRB-29×69.5-A
Code:LPRA-29×69.5-A

In stocks.

Note:
1:This drawing shows RB type, and, 

in RA, 90 degrees turns with
a stop plate.

2:This drawing shows
a top dead center stop position. 

3:Functionally, it can be used at the same level as 
older types.
4:Perform a weight moment

calculation and choose the spring.
5:The spring is not included

in this standard.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Lifter Stopper/C type
LPST/LPSTC

B801

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

In Stocks

Code A B Remarks

LPST-60 60 30 stock

LPST-80 80 50 Non- stock

Note
LPST-80 is applied when the bush is  
installed by pre-holding push pin.

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date 2020.06.26

C001

Name Code Category
Number Sketch Remarks

Thrust Washer BW C101 2020.06.26Rev

SD Plate SDPA C201 2020.06.26Rev

Shock absorber Plate SAP C301 2020.06.26Rev

Shock absorber RBQ C302 2020.06.26Rev

Taper Block SDTB C401 2020.06.26Rev

Taper Block SDTB-30° C402 2020.06.26Rev

Taper Block SDTB-45° C403 2020.06.26Rev

SD Urethane Stopper SDUS-A7/B7 C501 2020.06.26Rev

SD Urethane Stopper SDUS-T7 C502 2020.06.26Rev

Urethane Stopper SDU C503 2020.06.26Rev

Air cylinder lift type swing stopper
in half mount system C511 2020.06.26New

Swing Tapered Stop Block SDTPS C521 2020.06.26Rev

Sunroof SD Stop Block SRSD C531 2020.06.26Rev

Sunroof Stroke Block SRSB/SRSBS C701/C702 2020.06.26Rev

SD dowelling  Plate SDWPS C801 2020.06.26Rev

Dowelling Lower Plate SDWL C802 2020.06.26Rev

Dowelling  Plate S DWPS C803 2020.06.26Rev

Dowelling  Plate W DWPW C804 2020.06.26Rev

Swing set slide plate SSSP C821 2020.06.26Rev

SD Positive Pressure Unit 30 SDPU-30A C905 2020.06.26Rev

SD Positive Pressure Unit 45 SDPU-45A C906 2020.06.26Rev

SD Positive Pressure Unit 70 SDPU-70A C907 2020.06.26Rev

Positive Plate 2 SKP2 C912 2020.06.26Rev

04-C The Relation of Control

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Thrust Washer
BW

C101

2020.06.26

BW t L L1

30 5 60 30.2

40 7 80 40.2

60 8 120 60.3

80 10 150 80.3

copper alloy+GR

Note:
In case that this washer is used as thrust receiver,
the dwell of SD Trunnion Mount will be machined 
together.
In stocks.

SD Trunnion Mount

Thrust Washer BW

Swing Die Axle

Swing Die

It is cf.A201.

Base

Usage



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

SD Plate
SDPA

C201

2020.06.26

Size and material can be customized.
In stocks.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Code W L ℓ1 ℓ2

SDPA-28×50
28

50 25 12.5

SDPA-28×75 75 45 15

SDPA-38×75 38 75 45 15

SDPA-50×50

width is
48 or 50

50
(48)

50 25 12.5

SDPA-50×75 75 45 15

SDPA-50×100 100 50

25SDPA-50×125 125 75

SDPA-50×150 150 100

SDPA-75×75

75

75 25

25
SDPA-75×100 100 50

SDPA-75×125 125 75

SDPA-75×150 150 100

SDPA-100×100

100

100 50

25SDPA-100×125 125 75

SDPA-100×150 150 100

Material:1018（SS400) or G2500（FC250)

-
1
0
m

m
 B

as
ic

+ mm Basic



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Shock absorber Plate
SAP

C301

2020.06.26

Consider installation on a swing cam that uses a 
slide block and has a swing angle of 10°or more.
A shock absorber may be used for other structures
(Slide Block System)where the swing die operating 
speed is expected to increase

In stocks.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Code L L1 M Mat.
SAP-165075

75 55
M16 P1.5

1018
(SS400)

SAP-205075 M20 P1.5
SAP-255075 M25 P1.5

SAP-3050100
100 75

M30 P1.5
SAP-3250100 M32 P1.5



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Shock absorber
RBQ

C302

2020.06.26

There are no stocks in this parts.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Shock absorber main parts size Hexagon nut size
Code D E F H K G LL MM S B C h

RBQ1604 6 14.2 3.5 4 14 7 31 M16×1.5 27 22 25.4 6 1.3 1.96
RBQ2007 10 18.2 4 7 18 9 44.5 M20×1.5 37.5 27 31.2 6 2.8 11.8
RBQ2508 12 23.2 4 8 23 10 52 M25×1.5 44 32 37 6 3.8 19.6
RBQ3009 16 28.2 5 8.5 28 12 61.5 M30×1.5 53 41 47.3 6 4.5 33.3
RBQ3213 18 30.2 5 13 30 13 76 M32×1.5 63 41 47.3 6 5.5 49

Swing Die weight rotation speed use form use number

under 50kg
fast(speed increase)

RBQ1604
1

usual(cylinder speed) 1

50～200kg
fast(speed increase)

RBQ2007
1

usual(cylinder speed) 1

200～400kg
fast(speed increase)

RBQ2007
2

usual(cylinder speed) 2

400～600kg
fast(speed increase)

RBQ2508
2

usual(cylinder speed) 1～2

600～800kg
fast(speed increase) RBQ3009 2

usual(cylinder speed) RBQ2508 2

over 800kg
fast(speed increase) RBQ3213 2

usual(cylinder speed) RBQ3009 2

Note：1. To consider that the spring power of
compression work as lift up the swing die.
It is also good to install it after confirming
the trial. 

a fast rotation speed means that
it rotates close to the swing
center by Slide Block and so on.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Taper Block 15°～20°

SDTB
C401

2020.06.26

There are no stocks in this parts.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Code α° L P

SDTB-B15°-6080
15

80 40

SDTB-B15°-6050 50 25

SDTB-B20°-6080
20

80 40

SDTB-B20°-6050 50 25

Code:SDTB-B15°-6080

Code α° L P

SDTB-A15°-6080
15

80 40

SDTB-A15°-6050 50 25

SDTB-A20°-6080
20

80 40

SDTB-A20°-6050 50 25

Code:SDTB-A15°-6080

Note：1. The materials are 1045（S45C).
2. A special order of and material are possible.
3. Dowel pin hole is machined together.

(Use as a special case)



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Taper Block 30°

SDTB-30°
C402

2020.06.26

There are no stocks in this parts.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Code L P

SDTB-A30°-6080 80 40

SDTB-A30°-6050 50 25

Code L P

SDTB-B30°-6080 80 40

SDTB-B30°-6050 50 25

Note：1. The materials are 1045（S45C).
2. A special order of and material are possible.
3. Dowel pin hole is machined together.

(Use as a special case)



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Taper Block 45°

SDTB-45°
C403

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Code L P

SDTB-45°-7080-D 80 40

SDTB-45°-7050-D 50 25

There are no stocks in this parts.

Note：1. The materials are 1045（S45C).
2. A special order of and material are possible.
3. Dowel pin hole is machined together.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

SD Urethane Stopper
SDUS-A7/B7

C501

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

There are no stocks in this parts.

Code:SDUS-A7-45-α

α is decided by an angle of the stopper.

(4°、5°、6°、7°、8°、10°、13°、15°、17°)

※The angle except the above assumes

it a special order.

※Custom order can be in 1° increments.

Code:SDUS-B7-60-α

α is decided by an angle of the stopper.

(4°、5°、6°、7°、8°、10°、13°、15°、17°)

※The angle except the above assumes

it a special order.

※Custom order can be in 1° increments.

The swing quantity 5 degrees or more, 
to more than 50kg over swing die.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

SD Urethane Stopper
SDUS-T7

C502

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

The swing quantity 5 degrees or more, 
to more than 50kg over swing die.

There are no stocks in this parts.

Code:SDUS-T7-35-α

EX) SDUS-T7-35-5

α is decided by an angle of the stopper.

(4°、5°、6°、7°、8°、10°、13°、15°、17°)

※The angle except the above assumes 

it a special order.

※Custom order can be in 1° increments.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Urethane Stopper
SDU

C503

2020.06.26

In stocks.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Code ΦD a load at 2mm deflection.

SDU-32×15 32 320(kgf)

SDU-48×15 48 890(kgf)

materials：Urethane ShoreA90

Used this parts in case of urethane breakage.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Air cylinder lift type swing stopper in half mount system
C511

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

stopper

stopper

Half-Mount type

Air Cylinder Lifting 
Type or Lift Pin Type

Note
To design Swing stoppers
A and B each time.
The shape and number are left
to the designer.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Swing Tapered Stop Block
SDTPS

C521

2020.06.26

There are no stocks in this parts.
Customizable.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

α L
3 22.62
4 23.5
5 24.37
6 25.26
7 26.14
8 27.03
9 27.92

10 28.82
13 31.54
15 33.4

※The angle except the above
assumes it a special order.

1045（S45C)
Code:SDTPS-3550C-
α

※ This cylinder type provides a 
custom stopper on the upper 
side of the cylinder.

Used when the slide block is not 
used as described above.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Sunroof SD Stop Block
SRSD

C531

2020.06.26

100 or more              
150 or more are ideal

axis center

1.This standard is used when the
Sunroof Swing Unit applies.

2.Use it as the stopper of swing die.
Use it if there is no enough space
in the bottom surface.

There are no stocks in this parts.

1018（SS400）
Code : SRSD-5°-6060



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Sunroof Stroke Block
SRSB/SRSBS

C701/C702

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

There are no stocks in this parts.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

SD dowelling plate
SDWPS

C801

2020.06.26

Size and material can be customized.
In stocks.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Code:
SDWPS-W×T×K

EX)
SDWPS-100×35×36

Note:
1.This standard is used as

the positive return of the
swing die.

2.The sliding position of this
standard shall be 30°or more
out side from the vertical
direction of the swing die.
(Frictional force becomes
the rotatory force.)

In the case of a custom-made product,
please add “-ZZ“ to the end of part name.
and attach part drawing.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

dowelling lower plate
SDWL

C802

2020.06.26

In stocks.

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Note:
1.This standard is used as

the positive return of the
swing die.

2.The sliding position of this
standard shall be 30°or more
out side from the vertical
direction of the swing die.
Frictional force becomes
the rotatory force.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

dowelling plate S
DWPS

C803

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

stopper

Note:
1.This standard is used as

the positive return of the
swing die.

2.The sliding position of this
standard shall be 30°or 
more out side from the 
vertical direction of the
swing die.
Frictional force becomes
the rotatory force.

3.Material:1045(S45C) ,
hatched area is 
induction hardening.

4. To make a customized parts based 
on this figure.
There are no stocks in this parts.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

dowelling plate W
DWPW

C804

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Code d1 d2 T

DWPW75 17 26 25

DWPW100 21 32 30

stopper

Note:
1.This standard is used as

the positive return of the
swing die.

2.The sliding position of this
standard shall be 30°or 
more out side from the 
vertical direction of the
swing die.
Frictional force becomes
the rotatory force.

3.Material:1045(S45C) in the 
shaded area.

4. To make a customized parts based 
on this figure.
There are no stocks in this parts.

Code:
DWPW75-280-45

Code:
DWPW100-280-45



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Swing set slide plate
SSSP

C821

2020.06.26

W L

75
200

(225)

100
200

(225)

Aerial Cam

This is a method of setting the swing die 
with a aerial cam and processing it.

※Custom products are not available ( ) dimension
is used only when there is no other way.



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

SD Positive Pressure Unit 30
SDPU-100-200-30A

C905

2020.06.26

2019 New type  (Old type was abolished)

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

(2-M12 2-φ10 dowel)

initial
pressure ST

Final
Length

Free Length 100

Code

Spring Diagram

Select from
SKP2 standard

copper alloy+Gr

NC dowel pin

When setting the swing die, pay attention to the line 
of action of the force.

Select the appropriaite SKP2 standard because the threaded
hole and locating pin hole are already processed.

(the other standard)

1 million times ST



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

SD Positive Pressure Unit 45
SDPU-100-260-45A

C906

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Select from
SKP2 standard

(2-M12 2-φ10 dowel)

copper alloy+Gr

Code

Free Length 150

Spring Diagram

Select the appropriaite SKP2 
standard because the threaded 
hole and locating pin hole are 
already processed.

1 million times ST

Line of action

Final
LengthST

initial
pressure

(the other standard)

2019 New type  (Old type abolished)

NC dowel pin



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

SD Positive Pressure Unit 70
SDPU-100-340-70A

C907

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

Select from SKP2 standard 
(the other standard)

NC dowel

initial
pressure ST

Final
Length

Spring Diagram

Free Length 225

Code

Select the appropriaite SKP2 
standard because the threaded
hole and locating pin hole are
already processed.

2019 New type  (Old type was abolished)

copper alloy+Gr

1 million times ST

(2-M12 2-Φ10 dwell）



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Positive Plate
SKP2-A,C

C912

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

induction 
hardening

induction 
hardening

C-TYPE:for positive pressure unit
Material:1045(S45C)
Code:  SKP2-C-T-75×L
EX) SKP2-C-20-75×100

A-TYPE:for Swing Die
Material:1045(S45C)
Code:  SKP2-A-T-75×L
EX) SKP2-A-20-75×100

T 20 30

A 5 15

T 20 30

A 5 15

L 100

L 150

L 200

L 100

L 150

L 200

Usually, A and C types are used 
when "L" is 100mm or more.

Swing center

Line of action



Name
Category
Number

New Rev Your Business Date

Positive Plate
SKP2-B,D

C912

2020.06.26

This parts is a patent of Your Business.
Be impossible of production.

B-TYPE:for positive pressure unit
Material:1045(S45C)
Code:  SKP2-BT-T-L-α
EX) SKP2-BT-20-150-15
（T and α are optional、

There are no stocks in this parts.
Created each time.）

D-TYPE:for Swing Die
Material:1045(S45C)
Code:  SKP2-DT-T-L-α
EX) SKP2-DT-20-150-15

（T and α are optional、
There are no stocks in this parts.
Created each time.）

L 100

L 150

L 200

L 100

L 150

L 200

induction 
hardening

induction 
hardening

Usually, A and C types are used 
when "L" is 100mm or more.

Line of action

Swing center

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



This manual describes how to assemble and mount the swing die.     

The swing die must work in the direction of the arrow in the figure below so that 

a panel will be taken out appropriately. 
It is important, therefore, during the design and assembly to ensure that the     
die recedes from the release line from the swing shaft and its right-angled 
surface (point ⓐ of the panel configuration surface) and that there is no 
interference to point ⓐ during swinging.
In case the die does not work properly, check the recess or interference.

05-01 Manual for Swing Die Assembly 1/5

（１）Assembly of Swing Die

① Swing die shaft

② Swing die plate
③ Cylinder arm bracket
④ Taper block

⑤ Thrust receiving backup slide plate
⑥ Swing die slide plate

⑦Swing block
⑧Check the flatness of the bottom

surface of the swing die, the swing
die plate which is on the lower die
and SB80.

Check the swinging by hand

Side view

Front view of swing die

over5～10mm

Shaft

Swing center
Slide plate

Swing die plate

Swing die plate

Taper block

ov
er

10
m

m

Lower die fixing punch

Swing die

Air cylinder

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



（2）Setting and Adjustment of Swing Die and Lower Die

2/5

1. Set the swing die on the lower die
using a crane and fit contact parts
⒜, ⒝ and ⒞ using a red lead primer.
“Zero fitting” is necessary.

2. When the slide plate is present for
receiving thrusting force from both
sides, take aim at clearance ⒡ will be
0.02～0.04 mm.

3. Mount the die at ⒟ temporarily using
a joint bolt.

Top view of Swing die

（3） Swing Die Shaft Bearing

NOTE: During zero fitting with the swing die  
plate, provide a 0.01～0.05clearance 
between the Swing shaft and the 
bottom of the shaft bearing. 

① Determine the sizes of the shaft bearing
mounting surface and the shaft bottom.
The sizes should be +0.05 mm ～
+0.01mm respectively in relation to
dimension ⒢.
Check to see if the bearing actually fits in.
Adjust a feeler gauge 0.02 to fit in.

Lower clearance 0.025±0.02
Do not push up the shaft with bearings.

φ30=20
φ40=30
φ60=40
(φ80=50)

clearance

0.2 clearance

Shaft bearing
mounting surface



（4） Lower Die Punch and Swing Die 

3/5

① Mount the punch on the lower die and 
check the contact on upper contact surface 
⒜. Zero fitting is preferable.

↓
・ If the impact is too large, adjust the 
contact by placing a shim in part ⒞.

↓

・If the contact is insufficient due to a 
clearance
which should be present for workability, 
adjust the contact using a shim at part ⒝
and on the shaft bearing mounting surface.  
It is also possible to machining at ⒞.

（5） Slide Block Type Swing Die

① Check the deviation from flatness of the bottom surface of the swing die.

② Check the flatness of the above surface of the slide block and the 
swing die plate which is on the lower die.

③ Check the contact by using a red lead primer.

Swing die

Temporary clumping bolt

After temporary clamping,
the slide block
moves smoothly.

Slide block

Lower die

Check the deviation
flatness

M12 Bolt

Check the 
deviation flatness

clearance

Lower die

lower punch

(If there is a lower punch)

It is 0 mm when set, and there is 
clearance when rotating.

Shape of rough

reference

machined

dimension



（6）After Confirming 0 Fit Assembly, Checking Air Cylinder Movement

4/5

① Check movements of the swing die.

② Checking the position that has not
changed after the reproduction
movement.

（7） After Confirming Movement, 3D Machining Starts.

3D machining is the last.

（8） EX: SB100

The shape before 3D machining

If the cylinder mounting direction is 
opposite side.

(For large rotation)



Attention point:
（1）Check the rotation of the swing die

5/5

The conceivable reason why the swing die 
does not work properly: 

① If there remains any unwanted cast metal 
pieces at part ⓔ shown in the figure of 
the 2nd page ⑵, and so check to see if no 
contact surface is present ahead of the 
swing direction from the release line from 
each contact surface end and the swing 
shaft.

② If the swing shaft is inappropriately 
processed and both ends of the shaft is 
out of alignment.

（2）Load to the swing shaft by improperly installation of the swing die.

The swing die shaft is designed only for swinging movement, not for receiving 
processing force.
Therefore, ensure that processing force will never be applied to the shaft bearing.

（3）Set the swing shaft and bearing

Installation clearance of the swing 
shaft and the bearing, and the relation 
of mounting of the swing die plate.

Keep the swing die plate away 
from the swing center for 
over10mm .
But, Base is over 20mm.

③ In case the clearance between the swing die shaft and the shaft bearing 
exceeds 0.05 mm ¥, and so ensure that the clearance is 0.05 mm or less. 
In this time, the swing die plate is 0 fitting.

④ Confirm an escape zone at the Ⓐ. It shows in the 2nd page.

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



05-02. Important Point for Manufacture & Periodic Inspection

1. Durability

The causes for any breakage of the swing die are considered as follows.

1/2

①Damage to swing shaft
In this case, the swing die and die plate are set along with a clearance.  

Processing force will be added to the shaft when the die is lifted by both  sides          
of the shaft, thus damaging shaft. In this case, lift the swing die plate by using a   
shim plate.

②A malfunction of the air cylinder and rotation.

③Looseness and abrasion of each swing die’s component.

Looseness of each bolt. It is hard to 
move the swing die when oil is 
accumulated on the swing die plate, so 
sweep oil perfectly.

Give attention to the clamping part of SDSLP and SWB. If the clearance of 
height becomes a large, set a
shim plate on the bottom plate. Check the movements of the slide block after 
the swing die is tighten by temporary clamping bolt.

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



2. Precaution for Manufacture

①When the swing die is in the open position, do not always return the swing die 
to the closed position with the aerial cam. It may cause damage to slide blocks, 
swing blocks, air cylinders and etc.

2/2

②Ensure that debris or dusts will not be in between the lower die and the 
backup plate during production or repair.
Be sure to mount the safety cover and clean the backup plate during repair.

3. Maintenance
①Apply grease to the bearing and thrust absorber slide during assembly of the   

die after disassembly of the die for washing.

②Check the bolts of the Swing die slide plate, the taper block, and other 
components during disassembly, and tighten them if they are loose.

③The regular check-ups on the fastening bolts and cleaning of the die should be 
done once in 6 months for first 2 years and for over 2000 dies per month. 2  
years after, check it once a year.

4. Preparation of Spare Parts
It is better to stock 2 of the swing die bearing sets , the shaft bearings and the 
swing block. Regarding the other components, consider the spare from the list of 
components used.

Aerial Cam

Aerial Caｍ

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



05-03 Standard Tolerance

The figure here in shows standard tolerances for designing the swing die due to 
without any trouble.
Please be sure to comply with these tolerances.
(NOTE: Stricter tolerances are acceptable.)

1/1

ΦD Tolerance

Φ30
-0.01

-0.03

Φ40
-0.02

-0.05

Φ60
-0.03

-0.06

Φ80
-0.03

-0.06

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



05‐04 About assembly work and maintenance

Datum 
Surface

Datum 
Surface

1/6

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



clearance 
between axle and 
trunnion mount is  
0.02～0.05mm.

Clearance 
between axle and 
trunnion mount is 
about 0.2mm.

「０」fit

Trunnion Mount

20

20

20

or more

2/6



About assembly work

「０」fit

「０」fit

3/6



joint bolt

「０」fit

Check the 
clearance

「０」fit

「０」fit

4/6



About maintenance

Slack check
of the bolt

Datum Surface
cleaning

Datum Surface
cleaning

5/6



You may paint
with oil.

Must not
paint with oil.

You may paint
with oil.

０

6/6

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



1 ±0.02 (NC knock)

2 ±0.02 (NC knock)

05-05 Assembly procedure of Half Mount 1/2

1.Set the upper A and lower B of  
the half mount, and check the   
set height. Check all of their set 
heights when using more than 
one.

2. Check the flatness of the half 
mount mounting surface on the 
swing side and the lower die side. 
If there is a step in the height of 
the die mounting part, please 
correct it.

3.  Check the step h2 with the swing die plate behind the half mount. Check the  
SDPA height h1 of 20 mm to be used, and check that there is no step when the 
swing die is placed horizontally. If there is a step, adjust with a shim and install   
SDPA.

Fig.1

Fig.2

• Half-mount swing is a method of compactly manufacturing a press stamping die 
using half-mount A and B.
Be sure to follow the procedure manual as it will cause problems if the assembly 
procedure and manufacturing accuracy are poor.
In principle, avoid using it in combination with the slide block method.
The following assembly criteria are based on the premise that machining, NC 
knock (dowel) processing, etc. have already been completed before assembly.

1.NC knock (dowel) for half   
mount mounting on the swing 
die side is ± 0.02 mm from 
the reference plane in front of 
the swing die.(see L2)

2, NC knock (dowel) for lower 
die side is ± 0.02 mm from 
the contact surface of SDPA 
in front of the swing die.(see 
L1)

[About assembly]

[About machining]

One Half Mount

Half Mounts(Multiple)

axle and holder

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



4.Check the match of all half mounts A and B to be used.

5.Attach half mounts A and B with NC knocks and set bolts.

6. Paint the lower half mount B side with a red pen and set the swing body with a 
crane.

① Check the set position of swing die. (Check the gap in the SDPA mounting part)
② Check the set position of relationship between A and B.

③Rotate the swing die manually (handle operation) as much as possible.
④Check the state of the red pen and correct if it is bad.

7. Install the SDPA to the front and back of the swing die and make adjustments (in 
this case, be careful not to "shift" the center of the half mount.)

8.Check the rotation state of the swing die.

9.If there is any problem, adjust it repeatedly, set the air cylinder, and check the 
rotation state with air.

10.Clamp the swing die with temporary fixing bolts and then machine the shape.

That’s all

2/2

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



05-06 About swing die parts

A：A：Swing Axle & The Relation of Axle

(１)Clearance confirmation at the time of the upper block clamping.  P.01

(2)It is not necessary to align an axis using a red pen. P.01
(3) Please be careful not to make a mistake in R / L assembly. P.02             
(4)Disassembly method of the implantation axis.                               P.02
(5)Half bearing is a parts to put together in NC dowel pin. P.02

B：The Relation of Driving

(1)Resolution method of slide block 80. P.03
(2)Recommended clearance of the slide block. P.04
(3)The choice of the upper plate and recommended clearance. P.04
(4)Assembling method of joint set. P.04
(5)The choice and assembly of the swing block. P.05
(6)The lift pin with the bottom do not do it. P.05

C：The Relation of Control

(1)Prohibit application of the oil to SDPA. P.06

(2)Usage of the shock absorber. P.06
(3)Usage of the urethane stopper. P.07
(4)The knock choice and usage of the positive pressure unit. P.07

INDEX

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



A：Swing Axle & The Relation of Axle

(１) Clearance confirmation at the time of the upper block clamping.

1/7

An axis and the upper block check that there is clearance of 0.2.

(2) It is not necessary to align an axis using a red pen.

At the lower dead point, use the shaft and bearing with a   
clearance (0.01 to 0.04).
Refer to assembly criteria.

Dwell (knock) pins for the φ80 shaft (SDAX80) and bearing (SDBSO-V-80R / L) 

are φ12. If you want to use φ13, please machine it together.
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D E

30 5

40 7

60 8

80 10

E

φ
D

(4) Disassembly method of the implantation axis.

Use this tap when 
pulling out the axle.

φ30→M12
φ40→M16
φ60→M20
φ80→M20

(4)Half bearing is a parts to put together in NC dowel pin.

Since the upper and lower half mounts are NC-processed, 
attach them according to the NC dwel (knock) when assembling.

(3) Be careful not to make a mistake in R / L assembly.

(5)



B：The Relation of Driving

（１）How to assemble and disassemble the slide block 80

3/7

Urethane is special.
When you are necessary, contact YB.

Please use when assembling and removing the air cylinder.
This bolt is loose at the time of delivery.

Position the lower 
block with a 
dowel(knock) pin.

Tighten the lower block with bolt.
Consider using lock tight to 
prevent bolts from loosening.

※ It is already set at the time of delivery

2018.4
L type adaptation



（２）Recommended clearance for slide block

（３） Upper plate selection and recommended clearance

4/7

+0.14
+0.06clearance target0.05

The drawing
makes "0.5" The drawing

makes "0"

Clearance 0.05～0.5

use of SUP
use of SUPH

Slide Block80

（４）Assembling method of joint set.
55width 45width

Two surface width position Two surface width position

When choosing swing blocks A, B, and C, 
use a 45-width joint set. The reason is that 
swing block has 50-width relief.

Use 55-width
joints for JSTB.

50

JSTB



（５）The choice and assembly of the swing block.

5/7

Direction of 
rotation

+0.10
+0.05

Slide Block width W

Swing Block width A

W A

75 SWBB

100 SWBB

125 SWBA

150 SWBA

200 SWBA

250 SWBA

2018.4

（６）The lift pin with the bottom do not do it.

When using a lift pin, make sure it does not bottom out.
This is to prevent damage to parts.

centering 
location.



C：The Relation of Control

（１）Prohibit application of the oil to SDPA.

6/7

Prohibit application of the oil to SDPA.
Wipe off oil

（２）Usage of the shock absorber.

Install at -1mm.
It can be adjusted 
by 1 mm or more.

Be careful because the screw 
pitch is fine.
Consider using SAP.

ST should be used with a margin of 1 mm.
After checking the dimensions of the hexagon nut, make 
the relief hole.

relief hole



（３）Usage of the urethane stopper.

7/7

（４）Usage of the positive pressure unit.

For the urethane stopper, make sure that 
the urethane does not bend after the swing 
die rotates. it is 0 fit. Make sure that the 
mounting height or back is a fraction.

Line of action of force

It was revised to a new standard in Swing Standard 2019.
Please note that the old standard has been abolished.

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



① Swing die rotation and swing die plate

The reason why the swing die can rotate in the 
direction of the arrow in the right figure is that the 
contact surface is provided in the rotation direction 
with respect to the line perpendicular to the 
crosshair from the center of the swing axle.
Especially for the bottom receiving surface, it is 
recommended to set 20 Clearance for the cross line. 
On the swing die side, be sure to make a clearance 
to avoid interference with the swing die plate.

２ The prevention of turning. （2～7）Fig.

The swing die allows the panel to be taken out by rotation.So it has drawback of 
being easy to rotate.
Therefore, how to prevent the rotation by receiving the putting force or the 
processing force is an important point in the design.
The feature of the swing die is that there are several mechanisms that stop the 
rotation by receiving the processing force.

①Slide block Type

Figure 2 shows the upper pad or processing force received from the front side 
of the swing die using the SD slide plate (SDSLP) and slide block.

This method is rotated by the force 
which the Air cylinder force (X) Distance 
L between the swing axle and line of 
action of force at contacting the slide 
block. If the SDSLP sliding surface is 
not installed 30 ° or more outside the 
axis, the frictional resistance will 
become a rotational force and the slide 
block will not come off, so be careful.

Fig.1

Fig.2

250 or less 250 or less

target target

PAD holding power

Shock absorber

Using this type of slide block, be 
sure to use an SD urethane 
stopper when the swing amount is 
large. Consider installing a shock 
absorber to prevent impact force.

06-01Concept and precautions of Swing Die design 1/10

1 The concept and foundation of the swing die（Fig.1）
(If you are designing the swing die for the first time, please be sure to read this 
manual.)

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



If the swing amount(angle) is large, use 
SB100PL or 100PS.
Figure 3 shows a method of receiving pad 
force and processing force from the front 
of the swing die using a slide block.

2/10

Fig.3

Fig.4

Fig.5

1
2
0
° ta
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e
t

1
0
°o

r 
m

o
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o
r 

m
o
re

dwelling

The relationship between the sliding 
surface and the axis should be at least 
30 degrees apart.

② Use Swing Die Positive Return Unit

This method uses the swing die positive pressure unit (SDPU) shown in Fig. 4, 
and is the most reliable and effective way. This is used as the thrust receiver for 
the processing force and the positive return for the swing die.
There are three types of strokes, 30, 45, and 70, which are also used for the 
method of taking mechanical timing when a swing die is combined.
This is used for connecting swings of body side outer or long swing dies (2m-4m). 
Select the type of SKP to secure the distance of the line of action.

③Use with SD dwelling plate

As shown in Fig. 5, it is a method using a 
dwelling lower plate (SDWL) or an SD 
dwelling plate (SDWPS).
This is to set the dwelling directly from 
the upper mold, and select it by 
considering the possibility of this 
structure according to the swing amount 
and the installation  position.

The center of the slides 
must be 30°or more

Line of action

Line of action

Two or more backup SDPA 
installations in the rear side
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3 How to decide the swing axle and bearing. (Fig. 7)

① About swing axle

Swing die length as a rough idea

200 or less φ30
200～600 φ40
600 or more φ60
1600 or more, Mass-produced  φ80

②Selection of swing axle

Considering the strength of the swing die, 
use the compact size or     driving type 
for small ones.
Installing swing die, priority is given to 
the side or lower side, but if there is not 
enough cast at the upper of the swing die, 
the axle may be mounted from above. Fig.8

Fig.7

Fig.6

Ⓐ

Ⓑ

side

upper
Installation 
from various 
directions

lower

Figure 6 is one that receives the processing 
force of the swing die in the  other method.

Ⓐ is to contact a surface after completing
the swing by using the mechanism  of ➁ ③ or 
other mechanical mechanisms.
Ⓑ shows a positive method below the axle.
Since this method has a large amount of
protrusion from the upper mold, pay attention
to the interference of transportation.
When this method is used, the swing amount
is large, but the axis is set as high as possible.

Make an each cross section of the part where the 
swing mechanism is used, and select a position that 
does not interfere with the panel and the bending 
flange. (Some interference is removed.)
The L dimension will be determined by the bearing 
types and die structure. (Fig. 7)

④ ⒶAnother thrust receiving and Ⓑ another method to positive set
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4 Installation of taper block (Fig. 10)
At the lower dead point of the swing die,   
there is a method of installing a taper block   
in order to receive the thrust of the cam 
driver and the thrust of the processing force.  
Observe the principle that the contact surface 
should be applied only to the rotating side with 
respect to the radiation from the axis. (This  
type is not often used because it is difficult 
to make a contact surface.)

M = Jxm M： Weight moment

As a general rule, the center of gravity 
position J should be balanced close to 
the center of rotation.
As a guide, the deviation of the center 
of gravity should be within ± 30 mm.

Fig.9

Fig.10

Fig.11

ta
rg

e
t 

1
1
0
 ～

1
2
0

rotation

250 or less
target

250 or less
target

Own weight m

Rotation center

③ Half mount cam design

The half mount cam method should be used 
in the following cases. Avoid using it in 
combination with the slide block type.

1）In case of the axis is close to the product
or inside the product, it becomes a 
compact swing die, and the front side of 
the axis is about 150 mm or less and 100 
slide blocks are not used.

2)Please use for small swings of double
swing die. The sliding surface is in contact

with the surface and has a high withstand
load structure (20 times of FC).

5 Swing die rotating device (power) (Figs. 12 to 15)

The moment M loaded to the swing die is obtained 
by multiplying the swing die's own weight m and 
the center of gravity J.
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Fig.12

Fig.13

Fig.14

target
250 or less

target
250 or less

Swing BlockSlide Block

Joint Stroke BlockKnuckle Bracket

stopper

① Cylinder method

Figure 12 is a method of using a slide 
block and a swing block, which is 
operated by the reciprocating 
movement of the cylinder, which is 
the most efficient method.
Air cylinder can be applied to all 
types such as center trunnion. Use 
air cylinder with shock absorber.
Please set the stroke with extra push 
and pull.

Figure 14 shows the case of using 
a half mount. In this case, the 
stopper of the air cylinder is in 
principle to be set to the cylinder 
installation side as shown in the 
figure.

Figure 13 shows a method using a joint 
stroke block and a knuckle bracket, in 
which the swing die is set by lowering 
it from above. Since the stroke of the 
air cylinder is small and it is a link type, 
malfunctions are unlikely to occur. 
However, since it is not a mechanism 
to stop the rotation, it is necessary to 
use it together with another rotation 
stop mechanism. Cylinder stroke gives 
a margin for pushing and pulling. This 
mechanism operates by line contact 
with the pin, so no large force can be 
applied. Be careful to ensure ℓ 
dimensions.
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Fig.15

Fig.16 Fig.17
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② Lift pin type (without air cylinder)
When the air cylinder is not used, the
basic method is half mount type.
Installation position L of the lift pin
takes as much distance as possible.
(Fig.15) In this case, a forced set is
always required and set at the center
or both ends of the swing die.

6 Swing die thrust receiver

The left and right guides of the swing die are carried out by the slide plate.
For swing dies that are long to the left and right as shown in Fig. 16, two slide 
plates may be set for A or B.
Or, if it is unavoidable, it corresponds by the C part thrust washer.
However, it is more stable to set 4 places in A and B. As shown in Fig. 17, for 
swing dies that are long in the vertical direction, set plates on parts A and B 
for stabilization during rotation.
Also, when the installation of the plate in A and B portion 4 places, the thrust 
washer is not used.

Positive set



② Forced return
Forced return installation from the lower die body. One side or one R / L each.
Do not install forced return from the swing die body.
It is shall be installed forced return from the lower die body.

Reason ：
In the unlikely event that the forced return causes scoring, it will be a force in the 
direction of lifting the swing die, which may damage the swing die and the lower 
die body.
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Fig.18 Fig.19 Fig.20

Fig.22
bad example

Positive return

CAM

７ Forced return to the upper cam type (Fig.18-20)
① Urethane type (or gas spring)

It is a method of providing a urethane between the swing die and the aerial cam. 
It's the easiest method. There are methods shown in Figures 18 to 20. Figure 
19 shows the method using a aerial cam and pad.

Positive return

Positive return
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Fig.25

Swing axis driving

Fig.24

Fig.23

target
250 or less

target
250 or less

Ensuring strength

8 Swing die strength and point to be noted

① Swing die strength and axle selection

If the axial distance is long enough swing 
die, it is not too much of a problem, or it 
is not a problem if it is possible to take 
the shaft outside.
However, in the case of the shape shown 
in Fig. 23, care must be taken when 
selecting the shaft.。

When attaching the SDAX axis to the 
lower surface side, the length L of figures 
23 is shortened, the rigidity is reduced 
strength securing becomes difficult. 
Therefore, in such a case, fitting in type is 
used.
There are two types of Fitting in  type @ 
40 that have different lengths of the 
hitting part.

(See Fig. 25)

②The length of the receiving surface on
the driver side of the Swing Die

The receiving surface should be long 
enough, but weight balance should also be 
taken into consideration.(See L1 in Fig. 24)
Usually in the range of 200-250 mm.
If unavoidably the receiving surface of 
sufficient length is not provided on the 
swing side, consider attaching the cam 
driver to the lower die body side.
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Fig.26

Fig.27

Fixed shape

④ Integration of cam driver

Install the slide plate on the flying cam or cam slide side.

Choose the best in your design.

⑤ A minimum of 110 mm is required in consideration of workability.

⑥If the strength of the swing die molded part is considered as h≧ L as a
guide, the strength is sufficient even in push-cut molding.

⑦Fixed side installation

1) When installed to improve product
quality                (first-class
outer panel)

2) For continuous bending

3) If you are worried about the
strength of the swing die side and
want to receive even a little on
the fixed side
(Fig.27)

③Swing die cross-sectional strength

Figure 26: Never let the illustrated 
part clear.

If the strength of this part is 
sufficient, no deflection will occur.

It is necessary to take the rigidity of 
the cross-section sufficiently.
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Fig.28

Fig.29

Fig.30

Fig.31

SD Urethane Stopper Shock absorber

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Contact surface

interference

Introduction part

Fixed side

⑧Shock absorber and SD Urethane Stopper

The slide / swing block type (Fig. 28) has a fast 
setting speed and makes noise, so an SD 
urethane stopper is installed.
If the swing angle is 10 degrees 
or more, consider installing a 
shock absorber.

⑨ Cam stroke and driver contact surface

In case of the slide block method, the 
stroke of the upper cam does not need 
more than the required stroke on the 
premise that the operation of the air 
cylinder is accurate.
Further, in the case of air cylinder 
malfunction, it is necessary to set the 
introduction portion as shown in fig.30 to 
the cam driver in the structure to be set 
by the upper cam in order to forcibly set 
the swing die. Of course, it is good if 
there is a forced set device. In this case I 
premise that cam return power has 
enough power.

⑩R slice type (arc swing)

If the working axis can be set in the 
direction of (a), the fixed and swing divisions 
can be simply divided in a straight line. 
However, there is a case where it is 
required to set the working axle in the 
direction of (b). In this case, the horizontal 
division is the position (c). However, it is 
also rational to divide the slice line into R 
divisions from the viewpoint of fixed punch 
strength. Furthermore, by moving the R 
center in the direction of (d), it becomes a 
direction away with rotation. As a result, it 
has a non-sliding structure.

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.
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M＝Jxm

Fig.1

F(kg)＝
f×D

2×L

Fig.2

rotation

Own weight m

Rotation center

Center of
Gravity

C
yl

in
de

r

Cylinder

Lift pin

06-02
How to get the spring force of the Swing Die drive force

1 How to get the moment of the Swing Die 

The moment M applied to the swing die is 
obtained by the product of the swing die's 
own weight m and the center of gravity.

Generally, if the center of gravity position 
J is biased by 10 to 20 mm toward the 
shape, the operation balance will be easy 
to rotate. If it does not become a shape 
side, use the center of rotation ±20mm 
as a guide.

2 How to get the Swing Die drive force

φ40～φ80
Axle and bearing type

The lift pin method is used for a 
small rotating body such as a Sub 
Swing.

D：Axle diameter W： 

Swing Die weight

L：Distance from Swing Die center to cylinder center 

F：Driving force (spring force, cylinder force)

f：W×0.3(Frictional resistance)

In addition, f: Frictional resistance W × 0.3 has a considerable margin, and 
can be operated even with 0.2.

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of 
design.



Fig.3
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Fig.4

2-1 Fig. 2 (A) Slide block and swing block type (air cylinder)
Fig. 2 (B) Air cylinder link type (including joint stroke block)

The table below is a calculation assuming that the air supply pressure is 5 
(kg). The table below shows the values considering the safety factor of 75%.

Cylinder inner 
diameter

Push safety 
ratio

Pull safety 
ratio

φ40 47(kg) 42(kg)

φ63 116(kg) 105(kg)

Cylinder inner 
diameter

Push safety 
ratio

Pull safety 
ratio

φ80 188(kg) 170(kg)

φ100 294(kg) 267(kg)

Example of calculation

D＝ Axle diameter φ60

W＝ Swing Die weight  550(kg) 

L＝160(mm)

F(kg)＝
550×60

2×160

F(kg)＝103(kg)
Because the required driving force is 
103(kg), select a cylinder so that it can 
be pulled from the table. 

Since φ63 cannot afford, select φ803

• In the type shown in Fig. 3, it is not 
necessary to have much margin 
because the L dimension can be 
sufficiently taken.
It is advantageous as a method of 
installing the cylinder.

• In the fig.4 type and slide block 
type, there is a case where multiple 
cylinders are used.
Set the diameter of MINI to φ63 
with a margin.



3/42-2 Fig. 2 (C) Calculation of operating force by lift pin (spring type) type

The lift pin system is generally used for a half mount cam method or a 
small swing operation such as a child swing. The calculation of the lifting 
power is very different depending on whether the center of gravity is 
forward or backward from the axis center.

• When the center of gravity of the weight is in front, the weight moment of 
swing die weight × L assists the swing rotation.

• Conversely, if the center of gravity of the weight is in the rear, it will be 
lifted by the force of the lift pin.

Swing die, by length of half-mount swing, margin moment

• When the center of gravity of 
the weight is in the front, the 
margin value in the left table 
can be subtracted from the 
value of the swing die 
moment.

• If the center of gravity of the 
weight is at the rear, it will be 
added on the contrary.

• Example of 
calculation
Swing Die length  980(mm) Swing Die own weight 400(kg)

2 lift pins L＝150(mm)The center of gravity is 11(mm) behind 
Margin from the table above 
10000(kgmm)

M＝400(kg)×11(mm)＝4400(kgmm) 
10000+4400＝14400(kgmm)

14400(kgmm)÷150(mm)＝96(kgf) Required first pressure 
The first pressure per bottle as 2 lift pins 48(kgf)

Swing Die length Margin moment

300 mm or less 4000kgmm

600mm or less 8000kgmm

1000mm or less 10000kgmm

1500mm or less 15000kgmm
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Fig.5

• The larger the L dimension, the smaller 
the force, but the larger the stroke.

• A similar calculation is possible for 
springs or gas leading pins.

• When using a spring type lift pin, it is 
desirable to design it so that the weight 
of the front surface (shape side) is 
heavy.

• It is desirable to be able to operate with 
the spring initial pressure of the lift pin, 
but if the momentum of operation is 
gained at the final pressure, it will be 
possible to operate sufficiently, so the 
driving force is (P1 P2) / 2 as the initial 
pressure P1 final pressure P2.

(See half-mount design standards))

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of 
design.



1. Standard Design
①In each cross-sectional part, the swing die recedes from a panel after

the panel is bent. The swing die does not interfere with the panel 
when rotating.

②The division point ⓐ does not interfere with the lower die fixing punch.
(Fig. 1) There is no problem that the division 
line between the release line from the axle 
and the right angle is outside the panel,
but the swing die recedes out of the release 
line for 10 mm when the division line is inside.

06-03 Design Check List 1/7

Fig.1

③In design, the machining tolerance between the main body of swing die
and the lower die is +0.02mm to 0 mm. Preferably 0mm in machining.

④In the slide block system, the slide surface is positioned at 30°
from the shaft center to prevent frictional force from changing
into turning force.

⑤Without the slide block, the swing die can receive the pad force,
just in case, the stroke and pressure of the aerial cam can hold the die
temporarily.

⑥The swing axle is positioned most appropriately according to the panel
configuration, consider the weight balance. the method of (1) the swing
block, (2) joint stroke,(3) half mount and (4) lift pin are set suitably.

Fig.2

Swing center Axle

Swing center

Axle

Swing die plate

SD Slide plate

Swing Block

Slide Block

Swing die plate 

（Backup plate）

Lower die fixing punch 

Swing die

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

Working A/C

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of 
design.



⑦In case that the air cylinder does not work, the cam slide side is
reduced in weight for maintaining balance in its vicinity so that 
when the die swings powered by the aerial cam too much load will not be       
placed on the shaft.

⑧The mounting portion of the swing die plate is arranged under 20 mm
from the shaft center. The swing die is designed for sufficient 
receding.(The extension of the contact surface will make it
difficult for the die to swing) But the base makes 20mm clearance.

⑨The height of the swing shaft and the thrust receiver of the 
processing force are in the proper position.

The swing die has enough strength.

⑩The swing amount (angle) is appropriate. 
A clearance is MIN 3~5 mm when the open position. 
Make an enough clearance in case that the panel is changed easily.
However, we have confirmed the results that the door outer can be
pulled out even if it is carried on the side sill side or surface.

⑪Consider the prevention of turning.
⑪-1 If the slide block receives the thrust from upper die directly, 

the swing die is set by another dwelling system early from 
the dimension of L1. 

⑪-2 In the slide block & swing block system, a specified number of such   
blocks in proper width and cylinder diameter are provided.

⑪-3 In the positive unit system, a specified number of such units with  
necessary strokes are installed. There is no interference with its 
swinging and strokes.

⑪-4 When a plural of swing die are used, proper measures for
preventing interfere are taken and positive means are provided.

2/7
［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

The swing die has enough strength.
The swing die thickness: h ≦ L 

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

When using this unit, the 
line of action of force is 
appropriate.



2. Swing Die Shaft Bearing Area and Thrust Receiver
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① The shaft bearing are is strong enough.
( the main body of the swing die)

② The shaft bearing area is machined
from both sides for sufficient
workability.

③ The trunnion block is a one-hand or
normal type. Clamping position of 
Right-side is different from Left-side.

④ The thrust receiver is stably mounted
so that thrust in both sides will not be
large.

standard tolerances.

⑦The swing die has enough strength for
the swing shaft. Check the dimension
of L. 

Thrust receiver

Thrust Washer

Trunnion block

The four types of thrust under the 
surfaces good without using  

thrust-washer

⑪-5 When the positive unit pushes, arrange the swing die plate
in the opposite side. ［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

⑤ The swing shaft diameter is adequate, 

and the shaft is a normal, compact or 
drives type. ［ OK , NG ］

⑥ The bearings and receivers meet

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］



4. Interference during Swinging.
①There is no interference with the swing die plate on the bottom during

swinging. The swing die is mounted on the main body of lower die.
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②There is no interference when the swing die plate (backup side)
is working. The plate is provided on the swing die side.

③There is no interference when the taper block is working.

The die recedes at least 10 mm or more with a target of 20 mm

from the release line.

Interference 
caution 

④ The position and angle have been checked at each cross-sectional part.
For 3D design, rotate the solid and check for interference. 

⑤ In consideration of an assembly of the swing die, do not need to divide

the fixing punch? 

⑥ In the case that the fixing punch is a type of detaching, are the holes

of bolts and dowel pin near to a curve line?

① A panel in ejected smoothly from

the lower die fixing punch.
② The divided position of the swing die

and  fixing punch has distance over
10 mm from the release line, or
make an escape zone by machining.

③ A divided angle .

3. Division Line from Lower Die Fixing Punch

Swing die

Fixing punch

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］



6. Cylinder Force for Moving Swing Die. (Trunnion block type & Shaft)
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①Calculate whether you can turn by the calculation of the moment.

②In the case of using the method of type 1, it is possible to move 
the swing die by one cylinder when some slide blocks are used.

③The backup height of the swing block is appropriate.

Type 1 Type 2

Swing Axle

For half mount swing die 

1) Half mount position ［ OK , NG ］

2) Number of half mounts ［ OK , NG ］
3) Overall strength and

selection ［ OK , NG ］

Half mount method example

stopper

5. Processing Cam
①In the case of the aerial cam method, which is a normal cylinder actuated

type or a type that uses a lift pin and does not use a cylinder, it is 
desirable that the cam holds the swing die before the pad holds the 
swing die. if there is a risk of being pushed back due to the pad 
force, it is good to set a dwelling plate. 

②An economy type is also an effective method for swinging. 
In this case, it is better to set various positive dwellings.

③When the swing block is used to return the swing die, the aerial

cam weight and the spring pressure can return the die and the cylinder

in case of a cylinder failure.

④In the case of the lower cam, the swing die must be set by the positive
return system before the lower cam comes into contact it. 
Use the dwelling plate or positive return units.

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］



⑥ Confirmation of forced return of the upper cam.
The figure shows forced return with urethane or gas.
A piece of urethane is placed for
the positive return of the aerial cam.
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Ex.１ Ex.2 Ex.3

8.Other

①The temporary joint bolt is used to fix the swing die.

②In the slide block system, noise prevention means such as
the SD urethane stopper, the shock absorber and the
urethane shock absorber are applied.

③The swing die suspension screw is used.

④ Swing die stopper setting
In the case of urethane  2017.9.1add
stopper, set the urethane to "0"
at top dead center.

⑤The seating surface
on the swing side is set to a size that covers
the entire stopper. 2017.9.1add

7. Half Mount and Cylinder Force
①When using a half mount cam, please consult YB in advance if possible.

(According to half mount design standard)

②Provide the half Mount to the swing die that has physical
flexibility due to its weight. (Over 3000 mm needs an attention.)
Consider to set the half mount to the swing die that is bent by its
own weight. (Be careful if the width is 3000 mm or more.)

③When the half bearing is used, calculate the cylinder force by
『Standards for Design of Half Mount』

④Make a through hole for seeing a clearance in the backward as
much as possible.

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］
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9. Top Dead Point ~ Bottom Dead Point Checks 

①Draw an initial touch of the swing die and its cam.

②The position of the initial touch is in the sliding surface of the slide plate.

③Did you install the call-in surface on the cam driver?

④In the case of cam bottom plate setting, there are no things that
are  hit before the slide plate. (The timing becomes late if the mounting 
position is lower)

⑤Is there any necessity of the positive returns?

⑥Before a set of the swing die by the positive return, the swing die does not
contact with its cam.

Cam stroke

Aerial
cam

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

［ OK , NG ］

⑤Since a positive mechanism is necessary, the swing die is chipped

and the lower die and aerial cam are arranged on one side or either 
side. Do not set the positive return on the swing die.

［ OK , NG ］

Set an Initial touch guide 
surface to the swing die.

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



06-04 Swing die connection design manual

The connection of swing dies is to perform continuous bending in one step by 
connecting a plurality of swing dies.

＜ 2 connection ＞

＜ 3 connection ＞

＜ 5,7 connection ＞

※It is absolutely prohibited to take out this data and the copy.
Your Business CO.,LTD
2013.4 New
2020.6Revised

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.
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1, Determine the cam angle from the hem angle , Creating a panel

（１）Hem conditions generally use an angle perpendicular to
the panel surface as a guide, but follow the manufacturer‘s  
instructions.

1/17

hem angle

（2）Thinking about Rap Bending

Cam A range

Cam B range

This oblique line area that gradually change the surface will be 
over lap on “A cam” and “B cam”. But it will be hard to be 

moved “A cam” first because “A cam” is for restrike.

Swing die side

Cam edge A

Cam edge B

Direct Bending

red show A cam

light blue show
B cam

green show C cam

PF

（A）

（B）

Reference General 
Hem Roller hem

Ordinary 
steel plate

Within 105 
degrees

(MAX110°)
Within 120
degrees

Aluminum 
steel plate Within 100 

degrees
Within 

115 degrees



2/172, Swing plane layout

It is easier to design if the swing die plane angle matches the cam direction.
However, we want to reduce the number of connecting points as much as 
possible in swing dies. Therefore, if there is such as specifying the cam direction, 
flying cams will not be able to push down the swing die in the preceding, it is 
necessary to perform the installation of the dwelling plate such as forced set 
structure.

Swing A

Swing B

Swing C

（１）Decision of shaft position-1(Plane position)

Determine the position where the 
swing die can rotate, and consider the 
division at the part where the 
rotatable range overlaps.
If the rotatable parts of adjacent 
"swing dies" do not wrap, you must 
consider inserting another swing die 
between them.     
→ Determine how many connections.

When the axle position of the Swing 
A is away from the product, it is 
easy to avoid interference with 
Swing B.
However, the range that can be 
rotated with it is narrowed 
accordingly,,  and another swing 
must be set between A and B. 
→Bring the axle position of swing A
closer to the product to the point
until where you can  barely get out
of either A or B.

If the axle of swing B moves 
away from the product, the range 
that can be rotated will decrease.
n addition, when the axle position 
moves away from the product, 
the amount of swing lowering 
after rotation increases, and the 
interference with the adjacent 
swing becomes severe.→ Set the 
axle position as close to the 
product as possible.

From the cam slider lap position, it is 
judged that the stroke of the cam B is 
long, the timing of the swing die normal 
position state is also longer.
Therefore, in Swings B, the timing of the 
swing set is early, and the swing amount 
become to a minimum.

Cam Stroke Large

＞Swing amount small

3, Decision of swing shaft position

Since slight interference often comes out, so 
check the actual results.  DOOR OTR in 
particular can even get out of 1mm 
interference



3/17（２）Decision of shaft position-2(Amount of rotation）

When each axle position and the amount of rotation is 
determined, perform 3D , actually rotate the solid, to 
ascertain if there is no interference between the swings.
Except for swing B, which minimizes the amount of swing 
rotation, increase the amount of rotation to avoid 
interference.
At that time, the rotation of 10 degrees is a guide.
Make the amount of rotation as small as possible.

（3）Decision of shaft position-3(Axle height)

Axle height is around 150 at 
the lowest point of PF.

If there is not much change in the PF height, aligning 
the shaft heights of swing dies with the same shaft 
diameter makes it easier to machine the bearing 
mountings surface.
When the shaft diameter is next to each other at 
φ60 and φ40, if the shaft heights are provided with 
a difference of 20 mm so that they have the same 
height, all the bearing heights are the same, which 
simplifies the processing.
In the case of connection, the holder side becomes 
quite complicated, so try to keep it as simple as 
possible.

Change in the PF height

Consider 20mm difference 
in bearing height

Once the axle position is determined from 
the rotatable range, determine the amount 
of rotation.
Rotate the panel until there is a clearance 
of around 5mm.
→ The minimum rotation amount is 
determined.

The axle of the swing C, it is possible to be 
prevented  interference with the swing B after 
rotation by keeping away from the product.
Further, in order to make the division angle with the 
fixed punch (brown) advantageous, it is advantageous 
to keep it away from the product.
However, it is also  want to avoided increasing the 
amount of overhang from the product.



4/174, Swing splitting(division?) method

（1）Outline of splitting (division?)

AB side

BC side

Punch face

Slice line also considers R 
shape division

Since swing B has a small amount of rotation, 
it is in a state of riding on swing A and swing C.
Therefore,   for AB division, the B side is a 
division surface that is dug from the back so 
that the A side may be seen in a plane as 
shown in the figure.

Product start point

Swing C

Swing B

Swing A

AB side

Similarly for BC division, the B side is a 
division surface that is dug from the 
back so that the C side may be seen 
in a plane.

Similarly for division of C and punch, 
the C side is a division surface that is 
dug from the back so that the punch
side may be seen in a plane.
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（2) Splitting method-1

90°

angle
Arrows X

Arrows X

60°or more

Upper swing B After rotating 4 degrees

A cross-sectional angle

Section angle

State after the lower swing A is rotated 10 °

Clearance should be around 3mm.

(1) Allocate plane angles to the
Direction you want to divide. First of
all, the swing which becomes down is
to try (2) or later in the direction of 0
degrees.
Easy to establish when the axial
angle of the connected swing is
relatively close to each other. If it
doesn't work, allocate a plane.
The allocating point is the product
start point. At this time, allocate the
angle in the direction in which the
plane angle becomes 60 degrees or
more. If it doesn't work, allocate it 5
degrees at a time and repeat (1) to
(3).

1 degree pitch if 

not possible.

（２) It is divided by attaching a cross-
section angle in the direction of the
arrow X.
If this cross-section angle is set to a
relatively large angle (about 70
degrees), the relief of the swing on the
top will be small.

（３） Confirm that there is no
interference by actually rotating it.
Since the upper Swing is determined

axial position so as to minimize

movement (4 to 5 degrees), so as to

avoid interference in 10 degrees

rotation of the swing to be lowered,

repeat the procedure (1) to (3).

If it does not go well at 10 degrees by

all means, consider 11 degrees or more.

Of course, it is preferable if it can be

less than 10 degrees.



90 degree

Division 
angle

6/17（3) Splitting method-2

Arrows Y

３） Interference can be avoided by
actually rotating the solid and devising
it so that swing C escapes downward.

（4) Splitting method-3

10 or more

Cross section angle

Arrows Y

Think the same way in Swing B and Swing C.
(1) It is the simplest if the plane angle
matches the rotation direction.
When it is impossible, in order to avoid the
interference, the swing B is brought close to
the parallel to rotate by 5 degrees at a time,
and (2) to (3) are repeated.

1 degree pitch if not possible.

（２) In the same way as A and B, it is
divided by attaching a cross-section angle
in the direction of the arrow X.

＊After deciding the division, check again 
whether the panel comes off surely.
Because there is a possibility of changing 
the axis position etc. for the division 
decision.

Division of the punch is cut at right angle 
from the line from the axis of the swing C.
Since the punch angle becomes sharp 
when the axial position is close to the 
product, it is necessary to consider it at 
the same time as other division positions.

Set the punch angle to 60 degrees or more.

Have 10mm margin between normal and shape. 
Being able to rotate in a state where there is 
grinding margin before shape processing.

Slice line also considers R shape division



7/175, Reinforcement and the standard shape of a profile undercut area

undercut area

It is, at the Swing cam design 
like side view of the right, you 
need to draw a shape which 
consider of rotatebility. And also 
need to consider compactbility and 
strength.

Since the shape of the 
green part is not good, 
fill the light blue part.

In order to increase the 
cross-sectional 
coefficient as much as 
possible, take the 
thickness of the height 
direction.

Pay attention the 

strength of Swing side.

Ｒ５～Ｒ１０

avoid of relieve by castings



8/176, Selection of axle and a bearing 

（1) Selection of axle

（2) Selection of  Swing Die Axle Fitting In Type

（3) Selection of  bearing

2017.8.18Rev.(400→600)

Normal type One handed type

The shaft diameter is 
selected according to 
the table below. 
Selection by swing die 
width.

The direction of attaching the axle 
may be up, down, left or right.

Select the Axle fitting in type by 
referring to the table on the right.
In order to avoid interference 
between the thickness of the bearing 
part and the cam blade, It is effective 
to use a driving type for the "swing" 
to be placed on top.

Select the same bearing 
diameter as the axle.

The type is to be selected 
by the problem of space.

Axle
diameter Swing die width A B

Φ30 Minimum to about 200 
mm Φ90 15

Φ40 200mm～600mm Φ100 15
Φ60 600mm～1599mm Φ120 15
Φ80 1600mm or more Φ150 20

Shaft 
diameter

Swing die width A B

Φ40 400mm～600mm 50 30
Φ60 600mm or more 50 30

Φ80 Width 1600 or more, 
or mass production

50 30



9/177, Slide Block and Awing Block

Slide Block
(SB80)

Swing Block
(SWBA)

（1) Selection of Slide Block

（2) Selection of Slide Block

Cylinder
Center

Total Height

MINI30°

～45°

About the position of the slide block, it is what to need to set up 
within 45 degrees that toward the bend line. However even until to 
30 degrees is possible.  And it can set up multiple. 

SD slide plate must use of width as same as slide block.

Shock absorbing urethane

2.5Clearance

The design value is set to "0".
Aiming to produce a clearance 
of 0.25 mm (0.1 to 0.5)

NG

OK

Slide block is basically to use 
SB80.
The swing block is selected 
according to the slide block width.
Set the swing block so that the 
impact absorption pin position is at 
the cylinder center.
If there is a lot of swing, be careful of 
interference with the slide block.
If the swing amount becomes many, 
to use SB100PL, the SB100PS.

The design value is set to "0".
Aiming to produce a clearance of 0.05 mm on one 
side (0.03 to 0.07)
On the production, one-sided clearance 0.05mm aim 
(0.03 to 0.07)



12/178, Swing die reference surface and SDPA settings

20mm

20mm or more

20mm
SW

SL

9, Swing stopper design standard

vertical tightening type

Horizontal tightening type

「０」match

fraction

It is better to use 
multiple smaller 
plates than one large 
plate.
（To prevent sticking 
due to oil)

Set SDPA to a 20 clearance for 
radiating line.
Place SDPA in a well-balanced and 
place it under a driver or other place 
where it receives force.
As a guide for the number of 
installations, the total area of SDPA 
should be 20% or more of the area of 
the swing die driver side.

The rotation stop of the swing die is basically a urethane 
stopper to use.
There are horizontal tightening type and vertical tightening type, 
and there are two kinds of urethane sizes, large and small.
As shown in the figure below, urethane should be set without 
bending.

Make a backup in consideration of assembling.
When the height is matched with the upper plate for the slide 
block, the holder side becomes concise.
In that case of small of swing amount, it will be able to use SDTPS too.

Area of the swing die(Sw×SL)
Total area of SDPA

≦0.2



11/1710, Swing die thrust receiver

Width: 28-75
Usually 48 is fine

The guides on the left and right of the swing die are 
usually set four slide plates in parts A and B.
If the slide plate cannot be set for either A or B due 
to space restrictions, set a thrust washer at C.

Possible at the thing of slide plate of a small type

A

B

C

11, Swing die temporary fixing bolt

additional 
processing

It is a bolt for fixing at the time of shape processing of the 
swing die.
Refer to the table below for the size, and set the position 
considering the balance.
Provide a seating surface on the body side and tighten it. Set 
it near SDPA so that the operator does not overtighten it. 
Other case, it possible to make hole addition to SDAP too.

Shaft diameter
thread 

diameter

φ30 M12～M16

φ40 M16

φ60 M20

φ80 M20

2 to 4 each



12/17１2, Swing die Aerial screw

１3, Consideration of swing die assembly

Can't 

escape

Prioritize cast in type bush 
inconsideration of workability.
If not possible, use machined screws.

If the cam driver is division, do not 
lift the swing with the screw on the 
driver.
Set to a different position.

The shape side is careful not to hang 
over the VC positions and sets it.

Swing dies on top are usually weaker, so 
many designers want to add 
reinforcement.

However, if there is a structure 
under the overhanging portion, it 
becomes impossible assembled. 
After assembling the lower swing to 
the body, you must consider 
assembling the upper swing die.

You want to move the slide plate 
position further outward, but if You 
move it，you cannot assemble it.



13/1714,Gauge

The gauge is set by extending 
from the rear of the swing die.
It becomes correspondence by the 
work made.
Process so that it is in the cam 
direction. Set to a long flange so 
that the cam blade escape is 
minimized (5 mm remaining).
The window side set the gauge of 
the standard product.

Cam direction

Welding 

15, Positive return 

Basically, forced return is not necessary .
When setting at the customer's request, 
do not set on the swing die, but on the 
lower mold body. This is because if the 
cam is not activated and the swing is 
lifted by the cam, the mold will be 
damaged.

Basically, forced return is not necessary .
When setting at the customer's request, do not 
set on the swing die, but on the lower mold 
body. This is because if the cam is not 
activated and the swing is lifted by the cam, the 
mold will be damaged.



14/1716, Operation timing (dwelling))－１

10 degrees

4degrees

10 degrees

（１） From the relationship of the
swing division, to determine the
amount of rotation.

Cam ST

（２） Determine the ST by looking
at the standby position from the
cam wrap and cam angle.

（３）As shown in the figure on the
right, it is sufficient that the
timing of the cam of the swing
portion having a small amount of
rotation is long. A good cam with
a shorter timing minimizes ST.
(Pad ST and above)

（４） If the timing can not be
taken at the cam ST or if the
plane angle of the cam and the
swing does not match, set the
welling. Avoid the spring type of

pilot pin.

A B C

Rotation 
amount

See the left illustration
In the case that Swing cam do not 
move by poor condition of the air 
cylinder, use the cam force but the 
cam return force must greater than 
the air cylinder force of the swing 
die.

ＳＴ

It will be to take long time to 
setting on the Swing cam that 
become its stroke long.

So it is better small the 
amount of swing in these 
case, at the combination of 
Swing cam.

A： Short Timing

Ｂ：Long Timing

Ｃ： Short Timing



15/17
16, Operation t timing (dwelling) －２

angle

１００ or more30°or more

When setting dwelling, pay attention to the following 3 
points.
(１)Set the line of action from the aｘle 100 or more 

away if possible. (150 if possible)
(２)There must be an angle of 30 degrees or more 

from the axis to the center of the sliding surface. 
This is because the frictional resistance becomes 
rotational force.
(３)The larger the angle of the dwelling plate, the 

smaller the timing.
At that time, (1) and (2) must be satisfied.

２）The operation of the air cylinder enters at the same time, and even if
the operation order of (1) is changed, the mold is not damaged due to the
vertical division of the swing slope.
However, mechanical coercion shall be performed so that the order is the target.

１） Swing AC is diagonally divided below B.
B is set first and AC is set later.
On the contrary, in evacuation, A and C rotate first, and B rotates subsequently.

（３） Mechanical coercion method
①How to take timing with Aerial Cam strokes.
When the swing die by an air cylinder malfunction is not set,
it is necessary to forcibly set swing at Aerial Cam force.
If it cannot be forced by the cam slide (without the Aerial Cam, if the cam angle and the
plane angle of the swing are different), set the forced dwelling.

Flying cam stroke and lap of bending edge.
The stroke of the flying cam depends on either cam precedes lap of the bending edge.
It also depends on the approach angle of the cam.
Depending on how many millimeter the flying cam holds the swing die after the normal 
position (bottom dead center)
which swing die go ahead will be decided. Thereby, the top and bottom of the slope division 
are considered.



16/1717, Flange lifter

When the swing die is connected as 
shown on the right, 
it is basically not necessary to set the 
flangelifter.
when all three directions die side is 
removed as a track record, 
the panel was able to be easily removed, 
Even without using 
he flangelifter .
The resulting flangelifter was not used

LifterST
Gas Spring ST

Swing C

Swing B

Swing A

Punch

Flange lifter

Swing A

Other than the hood outer, 
especially in the case of 
complicated product shapes such 
as fenders, a flange lifter may be 
used together.

Cautionary note in that case,  it 
is necessary to take timing 
because the product will be 
deformed if the flange lifter does 
not touch the panel when the 
swing die rotates and it comes 
out of the panel.
If the normal lifter ST is 
insufficient, consider adding a 
pressure source such as a gas 
spring to the upper mold to 
extend the ST.

If you also put a pressure source 
in the upper mold, be careful not 
to forget to bottom the lifter.
（ To prevent damage to the 
spring ） Bottomed required
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18, Swing die material and standard dimensions 

??material and standard dimensions of Swing die

10

50～75

150～250

90～120

General surface 
thickness
130～150

150～250

130～180 to PF

The material of the swing die is basically FCD540, and annealing is 
performed.

The standard dimensions of the swing die are as follows, but not 
limited to this. However, try to make it as small and light as possible.

19, Calculation of moment and driving force. Implementation of checklist.

Conducted the "05-Swing Die Design 
Checklist" of the catalog.
（You ）may use the following
summarized in two sheets.

Submit the calculation sheet by looking at 
"04-How to find the swing die driving force 
and spring force" in the catalog.
To submit statement of calculation after check of 
the catalogue “04-how to find the driving force of 
Swing die”.

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



06-05 Half mount cam design standard

(1) Half mount method usage standard

・ The basic idea of half mount can be used as a substitute for the rotary cam.
It is used when you want to make the dividing line with the fixed punch as 
advantageous as possible, when you need to move the shaft position closer to 
the shape side, or when you receive a machining load with a half mount.

・ When not using an air cylinder, use a lift pin for lifting and a forced set or flying
ｃam set for the set.

・ If the bearing cannot be set in terms of space, a more compact design is 
possible.

1/4

(2) Half mount cam design
• The larger the overall half-

mount cam, the larger the 
moment of inertia and the 
greater the frictional 
resistance for rotation, 
so design it as compact 
as possible.

• By slicing the slice line by 
shifting it forward from the 
axis, clearance can be 
maintained as it rotates.

Fig.1

(3) Prevention of falling and lifting when reversing

• Since the half mount is in a state where the convex side A is on the concave 
side B, it must be lifted upward and fall prevention at the time of reversal.

• A half-mount shaft and a half-mount holder are used to prevent falling when 
reversing.

• If the fall prevention shown in the figure cannot be provided,  it is possible to 
use a slice line and a rotation stopper.

• See A312,A313,A314,A315,A316

Swing Center

Half Mount B Half Mount A

stopper

Air cylinder

HMH holder

Slice R center

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of 
design.



(4)Swing stopper

• If a normal urethane stopper is 
used for the swing stopper of 
the half mount cam, the swing 
die may be lifted due to the 
remaining force of the air 
cylinder. Therefore, the stopper 
method shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 
2 is used.

• The standard of the stopper is 
not established.

(5) Number of half mounts installed
• As a guide, the number of half 

mounts to be installed is as 
follows.
（ Standard steel sheet≦1.0）

2/4

Fig.2

width
200 or 
less

200～800
800～
1600

1600～
1900

1900～
2400

2400～
3600

3600～
4000

Example of 
the number 

used

1 2 3～4 4～5 5 6 7

Fig.3

Example of half mount usage

Fig.4

Fig.5

Fitting In Type bearing
stopper

A
ir
 c

yl
in

de
r

HMA-B
Fall prevention standard

bearing HMH

SDUJ

In the case of
1 piece

HMA-A 

Fitting In Type



(6) How to find half mount driving force

• It stipulates how to obtain the driving force of the swing die in the half 
mount type. The driving method is as follows.

3/4

① Attractive force of air cylinder

(Set by factory pressure about４kgf)

②Spring force of spring type lift pin

• It is desirable that this spring can 
be operated by the initial 
pressure of the spring. However, 
if the momentum of operation is 
gained at the final pressure, 
sufficient operation becomes 
possible. In that case, the initial 
pressure is P1, the final pressure 
is P2, and the driving force is (P1 
P2) / 2.

• Forced set of lift pin method In 
the lift pin method, a forced set 
of half mount cam is provided in 
principle. For small cams, flying 
cams may be used.

③How to measure swing die driving force (spring force, cylinder 

force) D： Half mount R x2 W：Swing die weight L： Distance from 

swing die center to point of action

F：Driving force (spring force, cylinder force) f：Wx0.3(Frictional resistance)

In addition, f： Frictional resistance Wx0.3 has a considerable margin and 

can operate even with 0.2.

Fig,6

Center of 
gravity

Weight saving

A
ir
 c

yl
in

de
r

Lift pin Type



• Calculation example

W=203(kg) 

D=140x2=280 

L=130(mm)

f=203(kg)x0.3=60.9(kg)

W：Swing die weight

D： Half mount radius x2

L：Distance from swing die center to point of action 

f：Wx0.3(Frictional resistance)

F： Driving force(spring force, cylinder force)

F(kg)＝
f×D

2×L
F＝

17052

260

F=65.58(kg) 

Driving force F required for rotation is about 66 (kg)

If a lift pin is used, find the driving force of the lift pin.

P1：Lift pin initial pressure P1=45(kgf) 

P2： Lift pin final pressure P2=90(kgf)

Lift pin driving force =(P1+P2)/2
=(45+90)/2 
=67.5(kgf)

Required driving force F ＜ Lift pin driving force

65.58(kg) ＜ 67.5(kgf)

Therefore, it can be driven by the spring setting of this lift 

pin.
• When operating with an air cylinder, select one whose cylinder force in the 

table below exceeds the driving force.
The table below is a calculation assuming that the air supply pressure is 5 (kg). 
The table below shows the values considering the safety factor of 75%.

④ Calculation formula

• Be sure to submit this calculation formula when designing the 
mold.

4/4

• Note：The center of gravity of the swing die shall be as 
close as possible to the axis of rotation. Against the 
driving force calculated by the above formula, select a 
cylinder spring, etc. to be used that has an F value or 
more.

F(kg)＝
f×D

2×L

Cylinder 
inner 

diameter

Push safety 
factor

Pull safety 
factor

φ40 47(kg) 42(kg)

φ63 116(kg) 105(kg)

Cylinder 
inner 

diameter

Push safety 
factor

Pull safety 
factor

φ80 188(kg) 170(kg)

φ100 294(kg) 267(kg)

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of 
design.



06-06 Design standard

01 Swing die Overview
What is a swing die?

02 Introduction of swing die specifications
① Features of Swing Die
② Swing Die connection
③ Lower cam System
④ Bending and drilling with a swing die
⑤ Half Mount cam

03 How to determine the Swing Die rotation center
04 How to determine the swing Axle and Bearing

① Axis selection、 Required thickness standards
② Selection of Swing Die Axle Fitting in type , Required 

thickness standards
③ Bearing selection standards
④ Half Mount selection standards

05 Swing Die reference plane and SDPA settings 2019.6

06 Swing Die rotation device (power)
① Operation System selection
② SDSLP setting standards

07 Swing Die rotation prevention and positive set
① Slide Block , Swing Block Type
② Swing Die Positive Pressure Unit Type
③ Swing Die  Dwelling plate Type

08 About fixed punch division

09 Swing stopper design standard
① Urethane stopper
② Swing Tapered Stop Block

10 How to set the temporary fixing bolt

11 Lower cam System design standard

12 Swing die materials and standard dimensions 

13 About modules

Table of Design Standard

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.



06-06-01 Swing die Overview

The swing die is a molding technique using a rotation method in a bending 
mechanism of a mold.

Various mechanisms are patent mechanisms of Your Business Co., Ltd.

The figure below shows a typical example.

1/16

Swing die plate

Swing die plate

Air cylinder

Trunnion Block

Swing Block

Slide Block 80

SD slide plate

Swing die plate

Shock absorption 
Urethane（With shock absorption function）

Swing Die

The
reference
surface



06-06-02 Introduction of swing die specifications 

①Features of Swing Die
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1. No machining force is applied to the 
shaft and bearing.

2. The processing force is received by 
"0" fit on the right-angled surface.

3. Operation method and rotation 
prevention mechanism can be 
selected in various ways.

4. The axle position and the rotation 
angle can be freely determined.

② Swing Die connection

Hood outer example

「０」fit

「０」fit

Rotation 
center



③Lower cam Type

3/16

④Bending and drilling with Swing Die

⑤ Half Mount cam



Axis range

Swing axle

Cam
Swing axle

06-06-03
How to determine the Swing Die rotation center

（１） Planar layout
It is desirable that the 

swing axis and the cam 
direction are perpendicular to 
each other.

However, it is possible in 
different directions.

4/16

Swing axis is preferably parallel to 
the line connecting the swing range 
end and the end.

Set the plane angle so that all cross 
sections are in the same state as 
much as possible.

（２） Layout  of cross-section
Take each cross section of the part 

where the swing mechanism is used, 
and select a position that does not 
interfere with the bending flange 
without pushing up the upper panel.

Interference during removal by rotation 
might be acceptable.（Especially in the 
case of DOOR OTR, etc.） See the 
results.

Swing axle

Swing axle
Axis range



ℓ

06-06-04-1
How to determine the swing Axle and Bearing

① Axis selection
In the axis selection, the selection is performed by the swing die width as

shown in the table below. Use this type as the first priority.
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Shaft 
diameter

Swing Die width A B

Φ40 400mm～600mm 40 30

Φ60 600mm or more 50 40

Φ80
Width 1600 or more
Or  mass production

50 40

The direction of attaching the shaft may be up, down, left or right.
Select a direction that is easy to process. Since the axle is used only when the 
swing die rotates, it suffices to support its own weight. However, there is a 
problem in processing that the mounting processing direction is different on 
the left and right.

② Selection of Swing Die Axle Fitting in type
When selecting the axis, select according to the swing die width as shown in
the table below. This type is used as the second priority.

Shaft 
diameter

Swing Die width A B

Φ30 Minimum to about 200 mm Φ90 15

Φ40 200mm～600mm Φ100 15

Φ60 600mm～1599mm Φ120 15

Φ80 1600 mm or more Φ150 20

ℓ If the dimensions cannot be secured and the 
strength cannot be secured, use Axle fitting in 
type .



06-06-04-2
③ Bearing selection standards

For the bearing, select the same diameter as the shaft. There are two main

types of bearings. Regular type and one handed type. Select either one due to 
space issues. The bearing is selected from φ30, φ40, φ60, and φ80. （ For the 
bearing selection method, refer to (1) Axis selection and (2) Selection of Swing 
Die Axle Fitting in type )
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This figure shows RH, and LH is
symmetrical to this figure.

Regular type 
Φ40, Φ60

One handed type
Φ30, Φ40, Φ60, Φ80

④ Half Mount selection standards
It is used when the shaft is close to the shape side and the slide block cannot 
be inserted, when the air cylinder is not used, or when you want to receive the 
processing force with this half mount. It is also used as a deflection prevention 
in the center of the Swing Die that is long to the left and right.

Usage 

Air cylinder Type Lift pin Type

Stopper positive set

This figure shows RH, and LH is
symmetrical to this figure.



06-06-05 Swing Die reference plane and SDPA settings

The principle that the swing die can 
rotate is that it can rotate by providing 
a contact surface only in the rotation 
direction on the plane perpendicular to 
the normal line from the center of the 
swing axis. Swing die plate SDPA 
should be set 20 away from the normal

The SDPA installation surface is the 
reference surface of the swing die. The 
reference plane fit  zero.

The force of all processing, the force 
of the press is received by SDPA 
reference surface and SDSLP and slide 
block.

Arrange the SDPA settings in a well-
balanced manner, and install them in a 
place that receives force, such as 
putting them under the cam driver. As 
a guide, the number of installations 
(SDPA area) should be 20% or more of 
the swing die area.
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SDSLP SDPA

Swing die area(SW×SL)×0.2≦SDPA Total area

open

The reference 
surface

Make it as compact as possibleThe reference 
surface



06-06-06 Swing Die rotation device (power)

①＜Operation system selection＞
1. It is a method that uses a slide

block and a swing block, and is
operated by the reciprocating
movement of the cylinder, which
is the most efficient method.

The method of setting the air
cylinder can be applied to all
types.
Select this mechanism as the
first  priority

1. It is a method using a joint stroke
block and a knuckle bracket.
In the case of the lower cam, it is
necessary to use it together with
another rotation stop mechanism.
In the upper cam method, the
upper cam is often  used to stop
the rotation.

1. In the case of the figure on the
right, the slide block is not used, 
and the cam slide is a type that 
uses the cam driver and Swing Die 
strength to stop the rotation as 
the upper cam system.
The axis is as close to the 
product side as possible.
Also takes into account the half 
mount system.
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Slide Block
Swing Block

Knuckle Bracket
Joint Stroke Block



4.The rotation is stopped by the slide
block, and the evacuation rotation is 
performed by the lift pin.
There is interference or the like of 
the previous process panel, always 
used when you want to keep the 
evacuation state.
This method is rarely used
The ST of the air cylinder  should 
beused with more than 5mm left in
both push and pull, no matter which
mechanism it is.

②＜ SDSLP setting standards ＞
Swing die slide plate (SDSLP) is for 
stopping the operation and rotation 
of the swing die.
Set one air cylinder or multiple air  
cylinders depending on the length.

As shown in the figure on the right, 
select the width and number so that 
the [45 degree] line from the SDSLP 
receiving part is outside the shape 
processing part.

The amount of overhang within at 
least 60 degrees.
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Slide Block Lift Pin

Outside OK Inside NG

75.55.20-④

Half bearing reference



06-06-07 07 Swing Die rotation prevention and Positive set

①Slide Block,
Swing Block System

It is a rotation prevention method
that uses a slide block and receives
pad force and processing force.
Make the swing die slide plate SDSLP
slide at least 30 °outside the axis.

➁ Swing Die Positive Pressure Unit
System

The figure on the right uses the 
Swing Die Positive Pressure Unit 
(SDPU).

It is used as the compulsion of the 
positioning set of the swing die and  a 
thrust receiving of the processing force. 
It is also used as a method of taking 
mechanical timing when using a 
connected swing die.
In addition, when it is set at the time of 
malfunction of the air cylinder, pay 
attention to the action line.

③Forced set by direct method from the 
upper mold （SD Dwelling plate Systems
ト）

It is to set the Dwelling directly from 
the upper mold. Take enough distance 
L between the action line of force and 
the axis of rotation. （action line）

Also in this mechanism, the sliding 
surface is installed on the upper side of 
30 degrees or more from the axle core.
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Swing Block

SDSLP

Slide Block

SDPU

120mm more

Pad force

Line of 
action

Line of action

Equivalent



06-06-08 About fixed punch division 11/16

SWING DIE

90°

DMINI 10mm

A

90°

D

Non-rotatable NG

R

10

insert

The swing die and cap are divided at 
a 90-degree plane perpendicular to the 
D line in the right figure.

Divide the dividing line with a 
minimum margin of 10 mm from the 
shape. 。When performing continuous 
bending with a fixed punch, the angle A 
of the fixed punch (cap) is 60 degrees 
or more as a guide. However, when 
used as a mere shape surface, it is not 
limited to that.

If linear division is not possible, 
consider R division. In the case of R 
division (slice), by shifting the center 
of the slice R from the center of 
rotation by about 10 mm, it becomes 
possible to move away with the 
rotation.

Since the swing die cannot be 
removed without removing the entire 
punch when assembling, it is possible 
to insert only near the division part in 
some cases.

In addition, if the strength of the fixed 
punch can not be taken, the steel



06-06-09 Swing stopper design standard

①Swing urethane stopper
Swing slide block system

A urethane stopper is basically 
used to stop the rotation of the 

swing die.
There are horizontal tightening type 
and vertical tightening type, but 
multiple settings are made 
depending on the size of the swing 
die.

①Swing Taper Block

If the amount of rotation is around 5
　degrees, it may be used this part.

① If the amount of rotation is around 
5 degrees, it may be used this part.
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Designed 
without bending

Larger than
the stopper

Buck up

Urethane

Stopper



06-06-10 How to set the temporary fixing bolt

For the swing die, set a bolt to fix the 
swing die during shape processing. The 
number of sets is set to 2 to 4 
depending on the swing die size. See 
the table below for screw diameters. If 
the size of the swing die exceeds 1500, 
increase the number of bolts.
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Axle 
diameter

screw 
diameters

Φ30 M12～M16

Φ40 M16

Φ60 M20

Φ80 M20

Slide Block

SDPA

Basis

The set position should be a well-
balanced position.

A seat surface is provided on the 
main body side and tightened. 
Additional processing may be 
performed  the center of the swing die 
plate (SDPA)

When fixing to the swing die and 
proceeding to shape processing, etc., 
check that the height of the lower 
slide block and the height of SDPA 
match. After confirming the plane of 
the swing die, tightening is started.

4 more

3 to 4



06-06-11 Lower cam System design standard

The swing die system is a mechanism that enables the establishment of the lower 
cam system while being a rotary cam by ensuring the thrust receiver (rotation stop).
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Fig.(a)
It is a swing die using the usual 
slide block system.
If the slide block setting is certain, 
the rear SDPU (pressing cam) may 
not be necessary, and the stroke of 
the lower cam will be longer.

Fig.(b) (c) (d)
Although it is a special example in 
bending such as BSO, there is also a 
method of extending the cam slide 
side of the swing die in two places to 
prevent rotation.
As shown in Fig. (D), setting the 
forced unit is the usual response 
method.

SDPU

(a)

(c)(d)

(b)



06-06-12
Swing die materials and standard dimensions

1. It is important to design the swing die as compactly as possible.

2. The standard dimensions of the swing die are shown in the figure. Minimize 
design as much as possible. Make the height L of the swing die shape part as 
low as possible. The width h should be as large as possible. L:h is designed so 
that h is greater than 1:1.

3. The material of the swing die is equivalent to standard FCD540.(D6510) 

There are a lot of things to do frame hardware.

4. Since the strength of part (A) becomes weaker, do not make the escape 
shape by its cast.

5. Note the escape shape of the axle mounting of  (B).

6. The center of gravity of the swing die in (C) should be designed to aim at 0 
to 20 mm in front of the axle as much as possible.
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h

L

110 more

150～250 200～250

80～150

Distance between PF to the
axle aims o about 150mm

SWING

Rotation center
(B)

(A)

(C)Center of  gravity      



06-06-13 About modules (Swing Unit)

Module unit mounting bolt knock settings 
should be set so that work can be done 
easily.

For the module base, set the Aerial screw separately 
from the swing die.

The module base is designed to be 
minimal. As a guide, do not exceed the 
swing die width.

It is important to ensure the strength of 
the SDPA contact surface on the module-
based swing die shape side. It is a 
minimum 50mm.

Set an Cast Out (Notched hole) that can 
remove gaps.
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Minimum design

Bolt, knock

Cast out

５０mm more

Aerial screw

This mechanism is a patented mechanism. Please contact YB（ yourb@yourb.co.jp ) at the time of design.
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